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General overview of the Saudi economy

Eastern
15.9%

Riyadh
26.7%

Makkah
24.9%

AL Madinah
6.6%

Al-Baha
1.1%

Asir
6.3%

Najran
1.8%

Jazan
4.4%

Al-Qassim
4.2%

Hail
2.3%

Tabuk
2.8%

Al-Jawf
1.9%

Northern borders
1.2%

Growth of 8.7%

2.975 trillion riyals

Unemployment rate 11.8%

Inflation rate 3%

32,175,224 people

Population distribution GDP

Inflation and unemployment rate

Total population
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Local economic 

risks

The risk of not 

having long-term 

contracts

Risks of renewing 

existing contracts

There is no 

guarantee of 

achieving revenues 

in the future

Real estate 

market risks

The Fund's forecasts 

may be affected by 

changes in economic 

conditions, including, 

but not limited to, 

inflation rates, new 

government 

regulations and 

decisions, and 

political events and 

trends.

To obtain stable 

returns, it is 

necessary for the 

fund’s portfolio to 

include investments 

in properties that 

have long-term 

leases to ensure the 

required cash flows 

occur.

The Funds face risks 

represented in the 

possibility of not 

being able to renew 

current lease 

contracts or if the 

rental value is less 

than expected, which 

may affect the Fund’s 

income.

This means not 

achieving the 

expected occupancy 

rates in the future, 

which would affect 

the fund’s revenues.

These are the 

conditions that affect 

the real estate 

market through the 

volume of supply and 

demand and the 

presence of new 

competitors in 

different sectors, 

which affects rental 

values and occupancy 

rates in the future.

Assumptions and risks
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Overview of the fund's value

Riyadh

Khamis Mushait 

Dammam
68.28%

20.76 %

0.44 %

Total asset value Income value The value of the fund's returns

1,333,235,000SAR 110,825,219SAR 8.31%

Shopping center

Workshop

Commercial stores

Restaurant

Al Jadah Complex

Portfolio distribution by asset sectorPortfolio distribution by City

Portfolio distribution according to asset value

Jeddah

10.52%

West Avenue Mall
The Elite
 Complex

Dinar Building Vivienda VillaTeqnia ComplexNamozagiah 
Building

Khamis Mushait 
Commercial buildingAbhor Building Alshera Building

Residential

Office

Yasmine 
Building

26%

1%

Hotel

11%

5%

13%

14%

26.41
%

26.33
%

14.44
%

10.56
%

7.64
%

5.92
%

3.43
%

0.77
%

0.54
%

0.45
%

1.17
%

29%
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1 Al Jadah Complex Riyadh - Qortoba Hotel

Value 371,300,000SAR Income 29,265,474SAR Cap rate 8.00%

2 The Elite Complex Riyadh - Sulaymaniyah Showrooms & offices

Value 200,000,000SAR Income 16,000,000SAR Cap rate 8.00%

3 Vivienda Villa Riyadh - Alhadah Hotel

Value 132,550,000SAR Income 11,703,125SAR Cap rate 7.50%

4 Namozagiah Building Riyadh - Namozagiah Hotel

Value 52,800,000SAR Income 3,800,000SAR Cap rate 7.50%

5 Teqnia Complex, Plot 24-25 Riyadh - Faisalish Workshop

Value 35,200,000SAR Income 2,600,000SAR Cap rate 7.50%

6 Teqnia Complex, Block 6 Riyadh - Faisalish Workshop

Value 30,000,000SAR Income 2,100,000SAR Cap rate 7.50%

7 Teqnia Complex, Block 11 Riyadh - Faisalish Workshop

Value 22,600,000SAR Income 1,579,050SAR Cap rate 7.50%

8 Teqnia Complex, Block 10 Riyadh - Faisalish Workshop

Value 17,200,000SAR Income 1,200,000SAR Cap rate 7.50%

9 Teqnia Complex, Block 7 Riyadh - Faisalish Workshop

Value 12,610,000SAR Income 912,876SAR Cap rate 7.50%

Eastern

Riyadh

Makkah

AL Madinah

Al-Baha

Asir

Najran

Jazan

Al-Qassim

Hail

Tabuk

Al-Jawf Northern borders

Al Jadah Complex

The Elite Complex

Vivienda Villa

 Namozagiah Building

Yasmine Building

Teqnia Complex

West Avenue Mall

10 Teqnia Complex, Block 9 Riyadh - Faisalish Workshop

Value 11,300,000SAR Income 763,600SAR Cap rate 7.50%

Overview of the fund's value

Dinar Building

Alshera Building

Abhor Building

Khamis Mushait 

Commercial building
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11 Yasmine Residential Building Riyadh - Yasmine Residential 

Value 19,300,000SAR Income 1,300,000SAR Cap rate 6.75%

12 West Avenue Mall Dammam - Faisalish Shopping center

Value 282,650,000SAR Income 29,184,600SAR Cap rate 7.50%

13 Khamis Mushait Commercial building Khamis Mushait - Al-Nuzha Commercial stores

Value 6,900,000SAR Income 600,000SAR Cap rate 8.00%

14 Dinar Commercial Building Jeddah- Alzahra Office

Value 119,750,000SAR Income 8,463,994SAR Cap rate 8.00%

15 Alshera Commercial building Jeddah- Alshera Commercial stores

Value 11,575,000SAR Income 850,000SAR Cap rate 8.00%

16 Abhor Commercial building Jeddah- Northern Abhor Commercial stores

Value 7,500,000SAR Income 502,500SAR Cap rate 8.00%

Eastern

Riyadh

Makkah

AL Madinah

Al-Baha

Asir

Najran

Jazan

Al-Qassim

Hail

Tabuk

Al-Jawf Northern borders

Dinar Building

Alshera Building

Abhor Building West Avenue Mall

Khamis Mushait 

Commercial building

Al Jadah Complex

The Elite Complex

Vivienda Villa

 Namozagiah Building

Yasmine Building

Teqnia Complex

Overview of the fund's value
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Referenced Information:

Purpose of the Valuation

The client assigned Barcode Company to conduct a valuation on the subjects of the report to estimate the Market value based on international valuation standards for a Periodic Evaluation of 

the Real Estate fund purpose, and accordingly this report was prepared.

Effective Date

Introduction

Report type

Report currency

2023/12/31

Saudi Riyals

Detailed

Client
Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund
Mulkia Gulf Real Estate REIT is a Sharia compliant closed public traded listed real estate investment fund, established according to the laws and regulations in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia & regulated by Capital Market Authority

Intended User Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company

Owner
A public report published for the fund’s unitholders and used by the fund manager to periodically evaluate the properties of the Mulkia-Gulf Real 
Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.

Based on your approval of Barcode Company on 16/10/2023 AD to appraise  16 properties  within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund). The property (building) was 

inspected and evaluated. Our team has completed the task after inspecting the assets and taking into our consideration all the elements affecting the value and based on the  international 

valuation  standards and the professional assets of the valuation  process, in an effort to reach the value of real estate suitable for the purpose for which the valuation report was prepared. 

This report is a reliable testimony for the purpose for which this valuation task was carried out, noting that this report is part and parcel.
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Legal and Technical Principals

2 - Valuation Standards : 
This Valuation task was carried out based on the International Valuation Standards IVS 2022 issued by the International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC), and following the 
recognized professional procedures and rules used in appraising real estate-related assets, which are based on market analysis, comparison, and direct inspection of each 
property. That includes conducting market surveys as possible can to point out the merits and demerits of the subject's undervaluation.

3- Valuation Approach : 
In this evaluating, we relied on three evaluation methods that are appropriate to the property and its characteristics: market, income, and cost approach. The market approach is 
to find indicators of value by comparing the asset being evaluated with similar assets. The income approach creates an indicator of value by converting future cash flows into a 
current capital value. The cost approach is to find an indicator of value using the economic principle which stipulates that the buyer will not pay more than the cost of obtaining a 
similar utility asset, whether through purchase or construction.

5- Inspection and Market Survey : 
To conduct our valuation task and accomplish what this report initiated,  we have inspected all the assets undervaluation in this report, as well as the surrounding area where 
these assets are located. Notably, this inspection does not include the technical examinations of any buildings among these assets.

4-Basis of Value :
The basis of value is the market value, and according to the international valuation standards (IVS2022), fair market value is the price a willing buyer would pay a willing seller in 
a transaction on the open market. The Market rent is the estimated amount for which an interest in real property should be leased on the valuation date between a willing lessor 
and a willing lessee on appropriate lease  terms in an arm's length transaction, after proper marketing and where the parties had each acted knowledgeably , prudent and 
without  compulsion. 

1-The capability of appraising the subject :
Barcode has competencies and qualified members who are capable of appraising this type of property, and they are fully qualified to determine the market value of the subject at 
the designated date. Based on that, we accepted the task
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6 -The Nature and Source of Information :
In this report, the nature and source of the valuation inputs were carefully and conveniently taken from different sources that fit with the purpose of the valuation.

11-Responsibility and Independence:
We consider this valuation report in which we maintain the principles of impartiality, transparency, and professionalism, without external influence from any party whatsoever.

9- The legal Use of the Property According to the Municipality : 
According to Barcode’s team, they found that there are no restrictions, conditional use, or any regulations that negatively affect the property in the area where the assets 

undervaluation are located. And the current use of the lands is: Commercial, residential, hotel, mixed-use and workshops.

8- Disposal of Property :
Based on the ownership-related documents provided by the client, we assumed that there is no sort of religious or regulatory restriction that constrain the transferring of 

ownership or the use of it for any commercial purposes.

7- Ownership’s  Related Documents :
We have viewed a copy of the deed, and we assume the soundness of this document. Accordingly, we assume the fee-simple estate of ownership.

10-Insurance
An insurance policy for the property subject to the report was received from the client.

Legal and Technical Principals
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12- Intellectual property and reuse:
This report is the form and content of the intellectual property of Barcode Company, and no party - this includes the applicant (client), and the beneficiary of the report - may 

republish all or some parts of the report without obtaining the written consent of the company.

13- Confidentiality:
The report has been drafted upon request and for a consultative purpose. Therefore, we realize how extremely important for the clientele to maintain high secrecy of the data and 
results of the report confidential. We abide by that and will not further reproduce the data of the client “ explicitly” outside this report. All the data in the report belong solely to the 
client and the beneficiaries identified in this report. And no other party is entitled to access it.

14. Reporting currency
The currency used in the report is the Saudi Riyal.

15. Scope of the evaluator’s research
It included research and analysis to prepare the report according to its intended purpose and in compliance with international evaluation standards. The property was inspected 
internally and externally on the day of the property inspection, and all the necessary data was obtained to prepare the report.

Legal and Technical Principals
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Team Member Membership ID Membership Type Signature

Abdulkareem Abanmi 1210000001 Certified Fellowship - Real Estate Branch

Mohammed Alomran 1210003086 Associate Member - Real Estate Branch

Valuation Team Member

The members of the work team have previous experience of such work and hold appraisal approvals from the competent authorities, and they have sufficient experience in the 

regions and real estate categories for the properties that have been appraised. They also acknowledge that they have the ability to prepare the report without any difficulties in 

accordance with the requirements of international valuation standards, and their names are as follows:

License number 

License date 

1210000001

1437/03/01

Legal and Technical Principals

Accreditation

Team Member
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Riyadh
region
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The real estate sector in Riyadh

Source: Periodic reports of the real estate market in the Kingdom
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Residential sector
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Office sector

The relationship between supply and demand is positive for the office 

sector, and in 2021 and 2022 the gap between supply and demand has 

narrowed, and supply continues to rise equally with demand.

In the year 2019 to 2021, the supply of housing in the city of Riyadh 

decreased compared to what it was previously in the years 2019 and 2018, 

while in 2022 the supply of housing in the city of Riyadh increased.
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Commercial sector
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Hospitality sector

Demand and supply are constantly rising in the commercial sector in the 

city of Riyadh, but in the years 2020 to 2022, the gap between supply and 

demand is increasing because demand for the years 2021 and 2022 is 

stable.

There is a large gap between the volume of supply and demand, 

as the volume of supply continues to rise exponentially, unlike the volume 

of demand, as it continued in a stable manner with a slight increase 

affected by the Riyadh (entertainment) season, as the occupancy rate 

increased during the Riyadh season.

Source: Periodic reports of the real estate market in the Kingdom

The real estate sector in Riyadh
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Warehouse sector

The supply for the warehouse sector is increasing slightly, while the 

increasing demand will increase between 2021 and 2022 as a result of 

the high demand for electronic stores and the market’s need for the 

availability of warehouses, which has reduced the gap between demand 

and supply for the warehouse sector.

Source: Periodic reports of the real estate market in the Kingdom

The real estate sector in Riyadh



Al Jadah Complex

The Final 
value of 

the 
property

Number 371,300,000SAR

Written
three hundred seventy-one million three hundred 

thousand SAR

DC23000030Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Mixed-useProperty type

Riyadh - QortobaAddress
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This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - QortobaMixed-useAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company
781912000112–381912000111–

998507018273-898507018272
1444/11/23-1444/11/23

-1443/07/13-1443/07/13
2m21,670.9

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

16 /10 /202318 /10 /202331 /12 /2023

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 371,300,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) three hundred seventy-one million three hundred thousand SAR

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Qurtuba neighborhood of the 
city of Riyadh.
The Qurtuba neighborhood is considered one of the neighborhoods located 
northeast of Riyadh and close to King Khalid International Airport. It is considered 
one of the neighborhoods affiliated with the Municipality of Al Rawdah. The 
neighborhood is also characterized by the presence of many residential 
complexes, and the neighborhood provides all the required services and facilities 
such as: mosques, schools, entertainment and shopping places, and medical 
services.
The Cordoba neighborhood is located specifically in the northeast of the city of 
Riyadh. The area of the neighborhood is estimated at approximately 13.53 square 
kilometers. The neighborhood is bordered on the eastern side by Sheikh Hassan 
bin Hussein bin Ali Road and the Al-Munsiyah neighborhood, and on the southern 
side it is bordered by Al-Dammam Road, Granada neighborhood, and Al-Shuhada 
neighborhood, and on the western side it is bordered by the airport road and the 
Al-Shuhada neighborhood. Al Falah and Imam Muhammad bin Saud Islamic 
University, and it is bordered on the northern side by Al Thumama Road and 
Princess Noura bint Abdul Rahman University.
The hotel consists of 104 rooms, meeting rooms, wedding halls, restaurants, a 
health club for men and women, and offices for the operator. There are also 16 
outdoor villas furnished with a swimming pool and a private parking for each villa. 
There is also parking in the basement.
Specifications of showrooms and offices: The showrooms consist of 24 
showrooms and their details are as shown in Table 4. External parking spaces are 
also available for the showrooms. And it consists There are 6 offices overlooking 
the boulevard within the project. 
The land area on which the hotel is located is 21,670.9 square meters according to 
the deed, and the building area is 32,736.24 square meters according to the 
building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 21,670.9m2

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 46m62.02 +7.07m

Boundaries

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 20m50.52 +13.85m

SideBorderLength

EastStreet width 28m46.5 +13.85m

SideBorderLength

WestParcel no. 268m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Property Details
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Land shape

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 21,670.9m2

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 46m50m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 20m50m

SideBorderLength

EastParcel no. 168m

SideBorderLength

WestParcel no. 368m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Boundaries

Property Details
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Land shape

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 21,670.9m2

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 46m100m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 20m100m

SideBorderLength

EastParcel no. 268m

SideBorderLength

WestParcel no. 568m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Boundaries

Property Details
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Land shape

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 21,670.9m2

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 46m95 +7.37m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 20m105.82m

SideBorderLength

EastParcel no. 468m

SideBorderLength

WestStreet width 20m63.25m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Boundaries

Property Details
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading 
Company

1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

781912000112–381912000111–
998507018273-8985070182721444/11/23-1444/11/23-1443/07/13-

1443/07/13

DistrictCity

Qurtuba Riyadh

Plan No.Parcel No.

31151-2–3-4-5-6

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ1437/19621442/03/23

Coordinates

24.835741 ,46.739725

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit

Property Details
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Aerial Photos
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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1
Comp.

Area = 40,000 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 4,260

24.8209646.69837

Date = 2023/8

3
Comp.

Area = 10,510 m2

Meter price = 5,000

24.8339546.74400

Date = 2023/6

Subject

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

2
Comp.

Area = 3,495 m2

Meter Price = 5,050

24.8355846.74316

Date = 2023/3

Land Market Survey

Source: Ministry of Justice

Source: Ministry of Justice
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The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial ( Offices – Showrooms ).

Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1 Showroom Al Thumama Road 125 1,000
Currently 

listed

2 Showroom
Sheikh Hussein bin Hassan 

Road
90 1,600

Currently 
listed

3 Showroom Northern Ring Road 120 2,000
Currently 

listed

4 Office Al Thumama Road 60 750
Currently 

listed

5 Office Al Thumama Road 173 735
Currently 

listed

6 Office Northern Ring Road 240 667
Currently 

listed

Rental survey

1

2

3

Subject

4

5

6

Rental Market Survey
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The prices of lands, offices, showrooms, and hotels greatly affect the development of real estate and various land uses, as they are considered one of the main factors in determining the 

percentage of annual financial return for various uses. They also affect many other urban planning aspects, such as building systems and the heights of buildings and setbacks they include as 

well. We find that Collecting data from the reality of the market is very difficult because the Saudi market does not enjoy transparency and it is difficult to collect information accurately. Some 

comparisons were taken and analyzed as an embodiment of the market by identifying the spaces of the rooms as well as the average daily rental price. The comparisons are:

Field survey offers for nearby hotels

City District Name Property type Stars Area (m2) Nightly price: SAR Offer type

1 Riyadh Airport Holiday Inn Hotel hotel 5 39 833 For Rent

2 Riyadh Al-Shuhadaa Hilton Hotel hotel 5 38 925 For Rent

3 Riyadh King Abdullah Vittore Palace Hotel hotel 5 35 950 For Rent

4 Riyadh Al-Shuhadaa Vivienda Hotel Villas Hotel villa 5 3 bedrooms 3,500 For Rent

5 Riyadh Al-Rafia Lacasa Hotel Villas Hotel villa 4 3 bedrooms 2,500 For Rent

6 Riyadh
Umm Al-Hamam

Al-Sharqi
Vivienda Hotel Villas Hotel villa 5 3 bedrooms 4,226 For Rent

7 Riyadh Mahdia Luxury villa Hotel villa 5 3 bedrooms 3,000 For Rent

Market Analysis
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Credit risk arises due to changes in economic conditions and the hotel’s operating climate that affect cash flows. The occupancy percentage is a key concept and a key performance indicator 
used in real estate business as it shows the amount of space available in the building relative to the rented or rented space. The occupancy rate also represents the share of occupied rooms. 
During a certain period of time, the occupancy rate is usually expressed as a percentage. In this property, the occupancy rate is considered 100%  for hotel since the property is rented under 
one contract. However, a look was taken at similar properties to find out the occupancy rates according to the market situation, and for the evaluation according to the market situation, a The 
occupancy rate is between 60%-75% for the property being evaluated

Occupancy rate and credit risk

City District Name Income by SAR Occupancy rate %

1 Riyadh Al Sahafa Marriott hotel 65,513556 75%

2 Riyadh Olaya Burj Al Hayat Hotel 1,520,000 65%

3 Riyadh Olaya Comfort Inn Hotel Olaya 10,500,000 54%

4 Riyadh Al-Urjuwan Vittore Palace Hotel 49,500,000 69%

5 Riyadh
Al Sahafa

Ascott Rafal Hotel 36,906,464 72%

Market Analysis
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There is a group of distinctive features and characteristics of hotel activity that leave their impact on hotel costs. Preparing lists of costs and business results in hotel activity is subject to the 

requirements of variable cost theory. Operating expenses are the expenses for renting and maintaining the property, and capital expenses are the expenses incurred by the owner in order to 

maintain it in good condition. It is good for achieving an appropriate annual income, and the expense ratio represents 45% for similar projects in the region, according to the market situation. 

Lease contracts often include the rental value and the value of maintenance services for the facilities on it. The expenditure rate was assumed - 30%, operating and capital, at a rate of 10% to 

15% administrative expenses. Here, the average expense ratio was calculated by taking the average from the market survey of 45% of the advertised REIT properties, which is as follows:

CapEx and OpEx rate

City District Name Rate

1 Riyadh Al Sahafa Swiss Spirit Hotel & Suites Metropolitan 35%

2 Riyadh Al Sahafa Swiss International Royal Hotel 45%

3 Riyadh Al-Aqiq Executives Hotel 40%

4 Riyadh Al-Aqiq Grand Plaza Hotel 38%

Market Analysis
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After conducting a field survey of the commercial sector in Riyadh, and after reviewing the available sources and matching them with Barcode database, we found that the capitalization rate 

for the commercial sector (Hotels) is 8% . However, it could go higher or lower than that depends on different factors that could affect the cap. Rate.

Capitalization Rate 

City District Name Income by SAR Cap Rate

1 Riyadh
Al Sahafa

Marriott hotel 65,513556 8%

2 Riyadh Olaya Burj Al Hayat Hotel 1,520,000 8%

3 Riyadh Muhammadiyah Gardeno Hotel 3,785,000 8%

Market Analysis
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To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the showrooms was reached as follows:

Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 1,000 1,667 2,000

Market condition 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 1,000.00 1,666.67 2,000.00

space difference 5,240 125.00 -20% 90.00 -20% 120.00 -20%

Location Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Better -5%

Accessibility Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Better -5%

Adjustment % -10% -10% -30%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 900.00 1,500.00 1,400.00

participation % 20% 20% 60%

Meter value (SR/m2) 1,320

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 1,350

Estimating the rental value of showrooms - comparison method:
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Finding the value of the land. A field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two similar properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value for the offices was reached as follows:

Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 750 735 667

Market condition 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 750.00 735.00 666.67

space difference 883 60.00 -5% 173.00 -5% 240.00 -5%

Location Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Good -5%

Accessibility Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Adjustment % 5% 5% -5%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 787.50 771.75 633.33

participation % 40% 50% 10%

Meter value (SR/m2) 764

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 770

Estimating the rental value of Office- comparison method:
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To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 4,260 5,050 5,000

Market condition -5% -213 -5% -252.5 -5% -250

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 4,047.00 4,797.50 4,750.00

Land size 21,670.90 40,000.00 5% 3,495.30 -15% 10,509.50 -5%

road view Al Thumama Road Al Thumama Road 0% Sheikh Hussein Road 5% Sheikh Hussein Road 5%

Road numbers 4 3 3% 3 3% 3 3%

Availability of services Available Available 0% Available 0% Available 0%

Land use commercial commercial 0% commercial 0% commercial 0%

Adjustment % 8% -7% 3%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 4,370.76 4,461.68 4,892.50

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 4,524

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 4,500

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

basement 13,288.21 3,500 46,508,735

hotel 11,189.62 6,500 72,732,530

Offices 1927.58 3,500 6,746,530

Showrooms 6,330.83 3,500 22,157,905

Fences 370.65 1,000 370,650

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 148,516,350

depreciation 2 5% 7,425,818

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 141,090,533

Land value (Saudi SAR) 21,670.90 4,500 97,519,050

Final value 238,609,583
* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:
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27,304,038 SARGross income

10Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

8%Cap rate

45% hotel, 10% offices, 10% showroomsExpense ratio

5% every five yearsGrowth rate

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Offices number of units Net leasable area Price per rental meter Total

Total income before deducting occupancy 6 883 800 706,712

Hotel number of units Daily rental price Daily income Number of days in the year Total

Rooms 104 1,000 104,000 365 37,960,000

Hotel villas 16 3,000 48,000 365 17,520,000

Other revenues 5 5,000 25,000 365 9,125,000

Total income before deducting occupancy 64,605,000

Income data:

Showrooms number of units Net leasable area Price per rental meter Total

Total income before deducting occupancy 22 5,240 1,350 7,074,446

Hotel, Offices and ShowroomsTypes of sources of 
income

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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Year 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

Showrooms

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00%

Gross Income 7,074,446 7,074,446 7,074,446 7,074,446 7,781,890 7,781,890 7,781,890 7,781,890 7,781,890 8,560,079

Vacancy 85.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%

Effective Gross  Income 6,013,279 6,367,001 6,367,001 6,367,001 7,003,701 7,003,701 7,003,701 7,003,701 7,003,701 7,704,071

Operating Expenses rate 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0%

Operating Expenses 601,328 636,700 636,700 636,700 700,370 700,370 700,370 700,370 700,370 770,407

Net Operating Income 5,411,951 5,730,301 5,730,301 5,730,301 6,303,331 6,303,331 6,303,331 6,303,331 6,303,331 6,933,664

Offices

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00%

Gross Income 706,712 706,712 706,712 706,712 777,383 777,383 777,383 777,383 777,383 855,122

Vacancy 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%

Effective Gross  Income 636,041 636,041 636,041 636,041 699,645 699,645 699,645 699,645 699,645 769,609

Operating Expenses rate 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0%

Operating Expenses 63,604 63,604 63,604 63,604 69,964 69,964 69,964 69,964 69,964 76,961

Net Operating Income 572,437 572,437 572,437 572,437 629,680 629,680 629,680 629,680 629,680 692,648

Hotel

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00%

Gross Income 64,605,000 64,605,000 64,605,000 64,605,000 71,065,500 71,065,500 71,065,500 71,065,500 71,065,500 78,172,050

Vacancy 60.0% 60.0% 60.0% 65.0% 65.0% 65.0% 65.0% 65.0% 65.0% 65.0%

Effective Gross  Income 38,763,000 38,763,000 38,763,000 41,993,250 46,192,575 46,192,575 46,192,575 46,192,575 46,192,575 50,811,833

Operating Expenses rate 45.0% 45.0% 45.0% 45.0% 45.0% 45.0% 45.0% 45.0% 45.0% 45.0%

Operating Expenses 17,443,350 17,443,350 17,443,350 18,896,963 20,786,659 20,786,659 20,786,659 20,786,659 20,786,659 22,865,325

Net Operating Income 21,319,650 21,319,650 21,319,650 23,096,288 25,405,916 25,405,916 25,405,916 25,405,916 25,405,916 27,946,508

Net Operating Income (NOI) 27,304,038 27,622,388 27,622,388 29,399,025 32,338,928 32,338,928 32,338,928 32,338,928 32,338,928 35,572,820

Exit value 444,660,254

Cash flows 27,304,038 27,622,388 27,622,388 29,399,025 32,338,928 32,338,928 32,338,928 32,338,928 32,338,928 480,233,075

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 2.00 0.48 0.43 0.39

Present value of Cash flows 27,304,038 24,885,034 22,418,949 21,496,314 21,302,653 19,191,580 17,289,711 15,576,316 14,032,718 187,735,005

Property value 371,232,318

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy and consistency with the 
market were reviewed and confirmed.

3 Land use assumed: commercial. *According to the client's letter*.

4 Capitalization rate of 8% was assumed.

5
The hotel's occupancy rate in the current year was assumed to be 60%, 60% for the second year, 60% for the third year, 65% for the remaining years, and 90% for 
offices and showrooms.

6 It was assumed that the contracts were valid and would be renewed.

7 The percentage of maintenance and operating expenses was assumed to be 45% for the hotel, 10% for offices, and 10% for showrooms.

8 The discount rate is assumed to be 11%.

9 Growth was assumed at 5% every five years

10 The time period was it was assumed to be 10 years as Cash flow period

11 The total income was assumed to be 27,304,038 riyals.

12 We reviewed 17 contracts according to what was provided to us by the client.

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 371,232,318SAR 100%

the cost Approach 238,609,583SAR 0%

Value Estimation

The Final value of the property

Number 371,300,000SAR

Written three hundred seventy-one million three hundred thousand SAR
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Deed no. 5-6Deed no. 3-4Deed no. 2Deed no. 1

Attachments
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contract showroom No. 1contract showroom No. 2contract showroom No. 3contract showroom No. 5

Attachments
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contract showroom No. 13contract showroom No. 14contract showroom No. 15contract showroom No. 16

Attachments
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contract showroom No. 18contract showroom No. 5contract showroom No. 7contract showroom No. 8

Attachments
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contract showroom No. 10contract showroom No. 20contract showroom No. 21contract showroom 

Attachments
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Attachments



The Elite

The Final 
value of 

the 
property

Number 200,000,000SAR

Written Two hundred million SAR

DC23000031Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Commercial BuildingProperty type

Riyadh - SulaymaniyahAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - SulaymaniyahShowrooms & officesAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company7930100045851442/11/12m29,600

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

16 /10 /202325 /10 /202331 /12 /2023

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) SAR 200,000,000

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Two hundred million SAR

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in Sulaymaniyah district of the city of 
Riyadh.
Sulaymaniyah neighborhood is considered one of the quiet, upscale, and 
important neighborhoods in the capital. It is one of the neighborhoods affiliated 
with the Olaya Municipality. It is considered the commercial center of the city of 
Riyadh, as it is distinguished by having many restaurants, cafes, and commercial 
centers.
Sulaymaniyah neighborhood is located in the center of the city of Riyadh, and the 
area of the neighborhood is estimated at approximately 8.78 square kilometers. 
The neighborhood is bordered to the east by Abu Bakr Al-Siddiq Road and the King 
Abdulaziz Neighborhood, and to the south it is bordered by Mecca Road and the 
Ministries Neighborhood, and to the south it is bordered by several streets, 
including Prince Abdulaziz Street. Bin Musaed Bin Jalawi and the Olaya district, 
and it is bordered to the north by Al-Urouba Road and the Al-Wurud District.

Property specifications: The complex consists of 15 mezzanine showrooms and 15 
offices according to the building permit. The complex also has basement parking 
and outdoor parking. The property is approximately 6 years old according to the 
building permit and is in good condition.

The land area on which the property is located is 9,600 square meters according 
to the deed, and the building area is 21,745.00 square meters according to the 
building permit.

Property Details
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 9,600m2

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width39.5m96m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width13m96m

SideBorderLength

EastStreet width13.7m100m

SideBorderLength

WestStreet width40m100m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Boundaries

Property Details
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صن ❑Notes

OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

793010004585
هـ1442/11/12

DistrictCity

SulaymaniyahRiyadh

Plan No.Parcel No.

س/68949

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ1436/5441439/01/13

Coordinates

24.706455 ,46.707771

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit

Property Details
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An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)

Aerial Photos
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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2
Comp.

Area = 1,741 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 10,000

24.683466 ,46.691340

Date = 2023/10

3
Comp.

Area = 4,262  m2 

Meter price = 8,500

24.703490 ,46.691292

Subject1
Comp.

Area = 2,250 m2

Meter price = 6,417

24.6983246.70499

Date = 2023/2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Source: Field survey

Date = 2023/10

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey
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Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1 Showroom Sulaymaniyah - King Saud Street 300 1,600
Currently 

listed

2 Showroom Sulaymaniyah - Mecca Road 293 1,000
Currently 

listed

3 Showroom Sulaymaniyah - Roof Top 1,100 1,000
Currently 

listed

4 Office Sulaymaniyah - Mecca Road 3,140 650
Currently 

listed

5 Office Sulaymaniyah - King Saud Street 369 950
Currently 

listed

6 Office
Sulaymaniyah - Prince Abdulaziz

Street
65 1,000

Currently 
listed

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

Palazzo Center Sulaymaniyah 5.7million 70million 8.25%

Boulevard Complex Hittin 27.3million 341million 8.00%

Cap rate

1

2

3

Subject

4

5

6

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial ( Offices – Showrooms ).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 6,417 10,000 6,800

Market condition -5% -320.85 -5% -500 -5% -340

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 6,096.15 9,500.00 6,460.00

Land size 9,600.00 2,250.00 -10% 1,741.00 -15% 9,882.00 0%

road view Prince Abdulaziz Road Prince Sultan Road 5% Al-Waqidi 0% Prince Sultan Road 5%

Road numbers 4 2 5% 2 5% 4 0%

Location preference Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Land use commercial commercial 0% commercial 0% commercial 0%

Adjustment % 5% -5% 10%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 6,400.96 9,025.00 7,106.00

participation % 60% 20% 20%

Meter value (SR/m2) 7,067

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 7,000

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

basement 9,586.50 3000 28,759,500

ground floor Commercial 4,703.30 3000 14,109,900

Mezzanine Commercial 2349.60 3000 7,048,800

First floor commercial 3,406.60 3000 10,219,800

Upper 1,679.00 3000 5,037,000

Electricity Room 20.00 1000 20,000

Fences 164.00 1000 164,000

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 65,359,000

depreciation 6 15% 9,803,850

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 55,555,150

Land value (Saudi SAR) 9,600.00 7,000 67,200,000

Final value 122,755,150

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 1,600 1,000 1,000

Market condition 5% 80 5% 50 5% 50

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 1,680.00 1,050.00 1,050.00

space difference 6,700 300.00 -10% 293.00 -10% 1,100.00 -5%

Location Very Good Good 10% Good 10% Good 10%

Accessibility
Very Good

Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Adjustment % 5% 5% 10%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 1,764.00 1,102.50 1,155.00

participation % 60% 20% 20%

Meter value (SR/m2) 1,510

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 1,510

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the showrooms was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of showrooms - comparison method:
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 650 950 1,000

Market condition 5% 32.5 5% 47.5 5% 50

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 682.50 997.50 1,050.00

space difference 4,491 3,140.00 0% 369.00 -5% 65.00 -10%

Location Very Good Good 20% Good 20% جيد جدا 20%

Accessibility Very Good Good 10% Good 10% جيد جدا 20%

Adjustment % 30% 25% 30%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 887.25 1,246.88 1,365.00

participation % 10% 20% 70%

Meter value (SR/m2) 1,294

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 1,300

Finding the value of the land. A field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two similar properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value for the offices was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of Office- comparison method:
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, knowing the average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, 

and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. By analyzing the rental prices for commercial showrooms, they range between 1,100 - 1,600 riyals per square meter, and for offices, they range from 600 riyals to 

1,100 riyals per square meter. Accordingly, a settlement was made so that the rental meter for showrooms would reach 1,510 riyals according to the market, and the rental meter for offices would reach 1,300 riyals per year. The 

total income value was assumed to be 16,000,000 riyals per year according to the contract provided by the client with an annual renewal of the contract, and assuming that it is rented to one operator with 100% occupancy, with 

the tenant bearing all the expenses. The rationality of market prices has been reviewed.

Description Value

Gross  Income 16,000,000

Vacancy Rate 0%

Vacancy Value 0

Effective Gross  Income 16,000,000

Operating Expenses Rate 0%

Operating Expenses Value 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 16,000,000

Cap rate 8.0%

Property value 200,000,000

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property according to the contract is:

Description number of units Space m2 Price range according to market Price per rental meter Total

showrooms 15 6,700 1,100-1,600 1,510 10,117,000

Offices 15 4,491 600-1,100 1,300 5,838,300

Total income before deducting occupancy 15,955,300

Estimating the value using the income method - the direct capitalization method:
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The current annual income value was assumed = 16,000,000 riyals, assuming that the contract was similarly renewed after completion of 
the contract. The rationality of market prices has been reviewed.

3 It was assumed that the property was leased under one contract.

4 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

5 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

6 The contract provided by the customer expires on February 19, 2025 AD.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of the 
property

Number 200,000,000SAR

Written Two hundred million SAR

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach 200,000,000SAR 100%

the cost Approach 122,755,150SAR 0%

Value Estimation

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:
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Lease contractA copy of the deed

Attachments



Vivienda Villa

The Final 
value of 

the 
property

Number 132,550,000SAR

Written
One hundred and thirty-two million five hundred 

and fifty thousand Saudi riyals

DC23000032Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Hotel Property type

Riyadh - AlhadahAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of Valuation
Value 

Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - AlhadahHotelAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company3930100045921442/11/1210,000هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 18م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 132,550,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) One hundred and thirty-two million five hundred and fifty thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Al-Hada district of the city of 
Riyadh.

Al-Hada neighborhood is located on the western side of the city of Riyadh and is 
characterized by being a residential area
The high-end building is close to the Royal Court, the Shura Council, King Faisal 
Specialist Hospital, and the King Fahd Cultural Center. It is also located in the 
highest elevations in Riyadh.

One of the advantages of Al-Hada neighborhood is that it is one of the oldest and 
most prestigious neighborhoods in Riyadh. It is close to shopping and 
entertainment located between the Al-Faisaliah and Kingdom Towers. It is also 
surrounded by a large number of cultural and sports centers in the capital. Al-
Hada neighborhood is distinguished by its high views and remarkable calm, and it 
is easy to reach via Al-Ma’athar Street and King’s Road. Khaled, as well as Mecca 
Road, and it is only five minutes away from the Wadi Laban project, the 
environmental outlet of the capital, known for the beauty of its nature.

The property is a residential land on which a hotel villa complex is built, consisting 
of 24 residential villas. Each villa consists of two floors and a basement. The area 
of the land on which the hotel is located is 10,000 square meters according to the 
deed, and the building surface area is 7,346 square meters according to the 
building permit. The age of the property at the date of inspection is 8 years 
according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 10,000m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 20 m97.88m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 40 m98.42m

SideBorderLength

EastStreet width 20 m97m

SideBorderLength

WestPlot No. 1/6107.35m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Property Details

Boundaries
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ3930100045921442/11/12

DistrictCity

AlhadahRiyadh

Plan No.Parcel No.

----1/5

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ1434/59611437/03/23

Coordinates

24.650440 ,46.647800

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit

Property Details
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An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)

طريق مكة المكرمة

زطريق الامير فيصل بن فهد بن عبدالعزي

Aerial Photos
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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3
Comp.

Area = 13,000 m2

Source: Barcode data

Meter price = 4,500

24.648951 ,46.663520

Date = 2023/9

1
Comp.

Area = 3,887 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 3,943

24.6795446.64930

Date = 2023/5

Subject

2
Comp.

Area = 4,975 m2

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 6,432

24.6538446.64771

Date = 2023/10

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey
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City District Name Property type Stars Area (m2) Nightly price: SAR

1 Riyadh Hettin Braira Hettin Hotel & Resort hotel 5 2 1,147
For Rent

2 Riyadh Al-Shuhadaa Vivienda Hotel Villas hotel 5 3 3,500
For Rent

3 Riyadh Al-Rafia Lacasa Hotel Villas hotel 4 3 2,500
For Rent

4 Riyadh
Umm Al-Hamam

Al-Sharqi
Vivienda Hotel Villas hotel 5 3 4,226

For Rent

5 Riyadh Mahdia Luxury villa
hotel

5 3 3,000
For Rent

The prices of lands, offices, showrooms, and hotels greatly affect the development of real estate and various land uses, as they are considered one of the main factors in determining the 

percentage of annual financial return for various uses. They also affect many other urban planning aspects, such as building systems and the heights of buildings and setbacks they include as 

well. We find that Collecting data from the reality of the market is very difficult because the Saudi market does not enjoy transparency and it is difficult to collect information accurately. Some 

comparisons were taken and analyzed as an embodiment of the market by identifying the spaces of the rooms as well as the average daily rental price. The comparisons are:

Field survey offers for nearby hotels

Market Analysis
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City District Name Income by SAR Cap Rate

1 City Olaya Vivienda Hotel 3,900,000 8.5%

2 Riyadh King Faisal Marvella residential complex 46,056,000 8%

3 Riyadh Al-Rafia Al Rafiah Villas Complex 1,391,110 8.5%

After conducting a field survey of the commercial sector in Riyadh, and after reviewing the available sources and matching them with Barcode database, we found that the capitalization rate 

for the commercial sector (Hotels) is 8% . However, it could go higher or lower than that depends on different factors that could affect the cap. Rate.

Capitalization Rate 

Market Analysis
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3 

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 3,943 6,432 4,500

Market condition -5% -197.15 -5% -321.6 -5% -225

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 3,745.85 6,110.40 4,275.00

Land size 10,000.00 3,887.00 -5% 4,975.00 -5% 13,000.00 0%

road view Very Good Good 5% Good 3% Good 3%

Road numbers 3 4 -2% 2 1% 2 1%

Availability of services Alhadah Umm Al-Hamam 5% Alhadah 0% Alhadah 0%

Land use Residential commercial Residential commercial 0% Residential commercial 0% Residential commercial 0%

Adjustment % 3% -1% 4%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 3,858.23 6,049.30 4,446.00

participation % 25% 25% 50%

Meter value (SR/m2) 4,700

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 4,700

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

basement 138.00 6500 897,000

ground floor 3,070.00 6000 18,420,000

First floor 3586.00 6000 21,516,000

Upper 552.00 6000 3,312,000

Fences 400.00 1000 400,000

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 44,545,000

depreciation 8 20% 8,909,000

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 35,636,000

Land value (Saudi SAR) 10,000 4,700 47,000,000

Final value 82,636,000

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, knowing the average 

capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. *The total value of income in the event of 100% occupancy according to 

the contract is 11,703,124, and expenses are 0% annually and the growth rate is 6.5% in the year 2027, 10.5% in the year 2032 according to the contract.

According to the contract sent by the client, the property expires on 7/2023, which is the third quarter, and the rent for the last quarter of the year was assumed to be similar to what 

it is in the third quarter. Assumptions.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Cash flow assumptions:

11,703,124Gross income

14Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

8%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

6.5= %2027 ،10.5= %2032Growth rate

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :

Description 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2032 2036 2037

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 6.50% 0.00% 10.50% 0.00% 0.00%

Gross Income 11,703,124 11,703,124 11,703,124 11,703,124 12,522,344 12,522,344 13,398,908 13,398,912 13,398,912

Vacancy rate 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Effective Gross  Income 11,703,124 11,703,124 11,703,124 11,703,124 12,522,344 12,522,344 13,398,908 13,398,912 13,398,912

Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 11,703,124 11,703,124 11,703,124 11,703,124 12,522,344 12,522,344 13,398,908 13,398,912 13,398,912

Exit value 178,652,160

Cash flows 11,703,124 11,703,124 11,703,124 11,703,124 12,522,344 12,522,344 13,398,908 13,398,912
192,051,07

2

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.35 0.23 0.21

Present value of Cash flows 11,703,124 10,543,355 9,498,518 8,557,223 8,248,856 7,431,402 4,718,887 3,108,478 40,139,509

Property value 132,504,996
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy and consistency with the 
market were reviewed and confirmed.

3
It was assumed that the property is leased for one contract and the remaining period is approximately 14 years. According to what was provided to us by the 
client.

4 It is assumed that the tenant's information is correct.

5 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

6 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

7
The total income of the property to be evaluated was assumed to be 11,703,124 riyals, according to what was provided to us by the client, with a contract increase 
of 6.5% in the year 2027 and 10.5% in the year 2032 according to the contract. The rationality of market prices has been reviewed.

8
Total income for the year 2022 = 11,703,124, for the year 2027 = 12,522,344, for the year 2032 = 13,989,908, for the year 2037 = 10,049,181, according to the 
contract.

9 Rents for the year 2037 were assumed for the last quarter of the year similar to the third quarter of the same year.

10 The contract provided by the customer expires on 10-27-2037 AD. Assuming the contract is renewed.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:

The Final value of 
the property

Number 132,550,000SAR

Written One hundred and thirty-two million five hundred and fifty thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 132,504,996SAR 100%

the cost Approach 82,636,000SAR 0%

Value Estimation
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Operating licenseClassification certificate

Attachments
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Lease contractPayment statement 1
Payment statement 2

Attachments



Namozagiah Building

The Final 
value of 

the 
property

Number 52,800,000SAR

Written
Fifty-two million eight hundred thousand Saudi 

riyals

DC23000033Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Hotel ApartmentsProperty type

Riyadh - NamozagiahAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - NamozagiahHotel ApartmentsAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company393010004586-6930100045931442/11/123,061.75هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 18م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 52,800,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Fifty-two million eight hundred thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Al-Modiah district of the city of 
Riyadh.

It is considered one of the very old, well-known neighborhoods in the city of 
Riyadh, which belongs to the Al-Shumaisi municipality. The Modely neighborhood 
is famous for the fact that it includes many government agencies. It is also 
characterized by a strategic location in the center of Riyadh, making it close to the 
Saudi National Museum and many government agencies. It is also distinguished 
by the ease of entering and exiting the neighborhood due to its many exits and its 
presence on King Fahd Road, which is located in the middle of the capital.

Al-Tawmiya neighborhood is located specifically in the center of Riyadh. The area 
of the neighborhood is estimated at approximately 2.76 square kilometers. It is 
bordered to the east by King Fahd Road and Al-Murabba neighborhood, to the 
south by King Saud Road and Al-Washm neighborhood, to the west by Al-
Nasiriyah Street and Al-Nasiriyah neighborhood, and to the north by King Saud 
Road and Al-Murabba neighborhood. Conferences.

The property consists of two commercial residential plots of land on which a hotel 
building consisting of 128 units is built, equipped with 109 car parks, according to 
the client’s statement. The land area is 3,061.75 square meters according to the 
deed and the building surface area is 11,467 square meters according to the 
building permit. The age of the property at the date of inspection is 3 years 
according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

residential commercial3,061.75m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 32 m34.3m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 20 m + 18.40 m29m

SideBorderLength

Eastneighbor58.90m

SideBorderLength

Westneighbor40.57m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Boundaries

Property Details
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

residential commercial3,061.75m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 32 m25.2m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 20 m27.85m

SideBorderLength

Eastneighbor60m

SideBorderLength

Westneighbor58.9m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Property Details

Boundaries
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❑Notes

OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ393010004586-6930100045931442/11/12

DistrictCity

NamozagiahRiyadh

Plan No.Parcel No.

-------

Building PermitIssuance Date 

--------

Coordinates

24.660159 ,46.699715

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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شارع الأمير فيصل بن تركي

An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)

Aerial Photos
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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2
Comp.

Area = 700 m2

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 4,143

24.6369346.69598

Date = 2023/10
3

Comp.

Area = 1,593 m2

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 4,500

24.6587446.69753

Date = 2023/10

Subject

1
Comp.

Area = 504  m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 4,067

24.6580346.69637

Date = 2022/11

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey
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City District Name Property type Stars Area (m2) Nightly price: SAR City

1 Riyadh Olaya Al Hayat Tower Supreme Hotel Units hotel 3 30 360 For Rent

2 Riyadh Olaya Ewaa Express Hotel - Al Olaya hotel 3 22 584 For Rent

3 Riyadh Al-Rabi' Pearls of Rama hotel 3 60 335 For Rent

4 Riyadh Al-Murabba Hayat Riyadh Hotel hotel 3 30 546 For Rent

5 Riyadh Olaya Gloria Inn Riyadh hotel 3 30 370 For Rent

6 Riyadh Namozagiah Al Hamra Palace Hotel Suites hotel 3 60 593 For Rent

7 Riyadh Namozagiah Al Muhaidb Downtown Hotel hotel 3 45 393 For Rent

The prices of lands, offices, showrooms, and hotels greatly affect the development of real estate and various land uses, as they are considered one of the main factors in determining the 

percentage of annual financial return for various uses. They also affect many other urban planning aspects, such as building systems and the heights of buildings and setbacks they include as 

well. We find that Collecting data from the reality of the market is very difficult because the Saudi market does not enjoy transparency and it is difficult to collect information accurately. Some 

comparisons were taken and analyzed as an embodiment of the market by identifying the spaces of the rooms as well as the average daily rental price. The comparisons are:

Field survey offers for nearby hotels

Market Analysis
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Credit risk arises due to changes in economic conditions and the hotel’s operating climate that affect cash flows. The occupancy percentage is a key concept and a key performance indicator 
used in real estate business as it shows the amount of space available in the building relative to the rented or rented space. The occupancy rate also represents the share of occupied rooms. 
During a certain period of time, the occupancy rate is usually expressed as a percentage. In this property, the occupancy rate is considered 100% since the property is rented under one 
contract. However, a look was taken at similar properties to find out the occupancy rates according to the market situation, and for the evaluation according to the market situation, a The 
occupancy rate is between 60%-75% for the property being evaluated

Occupancy rate and credit risk

City District Name Income by SAR Occupancy rate %

1 Riyadh Al Sahafa Marriott hotel 65,513556 75%

2 Riyadh Olaya Burj Al Hayat Hotel 1,520,000 65%

3 Riyadh Olaya Comfort Inn Hotel Olaya 10,500,000 54%

4 Riyadh Al-Urjuwan Vittore Palace Hotel 49,500,000 69%

5 Riyadh
Al Sahafa

Ascott Rafal Hotel 36,906,464 72%

Market Analysis
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There is a group of distinctive features and characteristics of hotel activity that leave their impact on hotel costs. Preparing lists of costs and business results in hotel activity is subject to the 

requirements of variable cost theory. Operating expenses are the expenses for renting and maintaining the property, and capital expenses are the expenses incurred by the owner in order to 

maintain it in good condition. It is good for achieving an appropriate annual income, and the expense ratio represents 45% for similar projects in the region, according to the market situation. 

Lease contracts often include the rental value and the value of maintenance services for the facilities on it. The expenditure rate was assumed - 30%, operating and capital, at a rate of 10% to 

15% administrative expenses. Here, the average expense ratio was calculated by taking the average from the market survey of 45% of the advertised REIT properties, which is as follows:

CapEx and OpEx rate

City District Name Rate

1 Riyadh Al Sahafa Swiss Spirit Hotel & Suites Metropolitan 35%

2 Riyadh Al Sahafa Swiss International Royal Hotel 45%

3 Riyadh Al-Aqiq Executives Hotel 40%

4 Riyadh Al-Aqiq Grand Plaza Hotel 38%

Market Analysis
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City District Name Income by SAR Cap Rate

1 Riyadh Muhammadiyah Gardeno Hotel 7,000,000 7.5%

2 Riyadh Olaya Burj Al Hayat Hotel 1,520,000 8%

3 Riyadh Al-Yasmine Aber Al Yasmeen Hotel 3,050,000 7%

After conducting a field survey of the commercial sector in Riyadh, and after reviewing the available sources and matching them with Barcode database, we found that the capitalization rate 

for the commercial sector (Hotels) is 7.5% . However, it could go higher or lower than that depends on different factors that could affect the cap. Rate.

Capitalization Rate 

Market Analysis
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2022 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 4,067 4,143 4,500

Market condition 5% 203.35 5% 207.15 5% 225

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 4,270.35 4,350.15 4,725.00

Land size 3,061.75 504.00 -15% 700.00 -15% 1,593.00 -5%

road view Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Road numbers 2 1 3% 1 3% 1 3%

Availability of services Available Available 0% Available 0% Available

Land use commercial commercial 0% commercial 0% commercial

Adjustment % -7% -7% 3%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 3,971.43 4,045.64 4,866.75

participation % 25% 25% 50%

Meter value (SR/m2) 4,438

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 4,450

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

basement 2,665.00 3300 8,794,500

ground floor 1,837.00 3000 5,511,000

First floor 1990.00 3000 5,970,000

second floor 1990.00 3000 5,970,000

Third round 1990.00 3000 5,970,000

Upper 995.00 3000 2,985,000

Fences 146.00 1000 146,000

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 35,346,500

depreciation 3 8% 2,650,988

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 32,695,513

Land value (Saudi SAR) 3,061.75 4,450 13,624,788

Final value 46,320,300

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, knowing the average 

capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. *The total income value in case of 100% occupancy according to the 

contract is 3,800,000, expenses are 0% annually, and the growth rate is 10% after the fifth year, assuming the contract is renewed.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Cash flow assumptions:

3,800,000Gross income

5Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

7.5%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

15 % = In the sixth yearGrowth rate

Description 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 15.00%

Gross Income 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 4,370,000

Vacancy rate 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Effective Gross  Income 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 4,370,000

Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 4,370,000

Exit value 58,266,667

Cash flows 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 3,800,000 62,636,667

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59

Present value of Cash flows 3,800,000 3,423,423 3,084,165 2,778,527 2,503,178 37,171,813

Property value 52,761,107

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy and consistency with the 
market were reviewed and confirmed.

3 It was assumed that the property is leased for one contract and the remaining period is approximately 4 years. According to what was provided to us by the client.

4 It is assumed that the tenant's information is correct.

5 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

6 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

7
The total income of the property to be evaluated was assumed to be 3,800,000 riyals, according to what was provided to us by the client, and it was assumed that 
the contract would increase by 15% after the sixth year. Assuming the contract is renewed and the reasonableness of market prices has been reviewed.

8
The building was assumed to be leased for a mandatory period of five years to the Etejahat Alriyadh Company with a 100% occupancy rate. According to what was 
provided to us by the client. With assumption will be renew the contract by 15% increase

9 The contract provided by the customer expires on 08-25-2027 AD.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 52,800,000SAR

Written Fifty-two million eight hundred thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 52,761,107SAR 100%

the cost Approach 46,320,300SAR 0%

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:

Value Estimation
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Copy of the deed
Operating license Lease contract

Attachments



Yasmine Residential Building

The Final 
value of 

the 
property

Number 19,300,000SAR

Written Nineteen million three hundred thousand riyals

DC23000034Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

Income approach Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

ApartmentsProperty type

Riyadh - Yasmine Address
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - Yasmine ApartmentsAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company4930100057551443/03/132,309.76m²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 18م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 19,300,000 SAR 

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Nineteen million three hundred thousand riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Al-Yasmeen district of the city 
of Riyadh.

Al-Yasmeen neighborhood is one of the quiet and upscale neighborhoods located 
in the north of the city of Riyadh. It is one of the neighborhoods affiliated with the 
Al-Shamal Municipality. The neighborhood is characterized by its population 
density and the availability of all services such as schools, shopping places, 
mosques, parks, and health services. It also enjoys a strategic location within the 
neighborhoods north of the capital, where it is easily accessible to neighborhoods 
such as Al-Malqa neighborhood and Al-Narjis neighborhood, and also its proximity 
to the airport and some important services.

Al-Yasmeen neighborhood is located in the north of the city of Riyadh, at Exit 5, 
and its area is estimated at 12.78 square kilometers. The neighborhood is 
bordered to the east by Abu Bakr Al-Siddiq Road and Al-Narjis neighborhood, and 
to the south it is bordered by Al-Thumama Road, Anas Ibn Malik Road, and Al-
Rabi’ neighborhood, and to the west it is bordered by King Fahd Road and Al-
Malqa neighborhood. Al-Sahafa District, bordered to the north by King Salman 
Road and Al-Arid District.

The property is a commercial residential land on which a building consisting of 41 
residential apartments is built, according to the building permit. The area of the 
land on which the property is located is 2,309.76 square meters according to the 
deed, and the building surface area is 5,422.98 square meters according to the 
building permit. The age of the property at the date of inspection is 10 years 
according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

residential commercial2,309.76m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthFootpath 10 m69.99m

SideBorderLength

SouthPlot No. 1569.99m

SideBorderLength

EastStreet width 36 m33m

SideBorderLength

West18m wide street33m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Property Details

Boundaries
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ4930100057551443/03/13

DistrictCity

Yasmine Riyadh

Plan No.Parcel No.

322916

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ1431/127391434/07/24

Coordinates

24.828792 ,46.650337

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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Aerial Photos

An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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1
Comp.

Area = 1,500 m2

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 6,500

24.826971 ,46.641791

Date = 2023/10 3
Comp.

Area = 4,640 m2

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 5,800

24.824585 ,46.652509

Date = 2023/10

Subject2
Comp.

Area = 747 m2

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 6,100

24.835129 ,46.644595

Date = 2023/10

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey
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Type Address Area (m2)
Rental value per 

year
Condition

1 Apartment Yasmine 110 38k
Currently 

listed

2 Apartment Yasmine 120 40k
Currently 

listed

3 Apartment Yasmine 147 60k
Currently 

listed

4 Apartment Yasmine 150 40k
Currently 

listed

5 Apartment Yasmine 130 55k
Currently 

listed

6 Apartment Yasmine 80 27k
Currently 

listed

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

Apartment Yasmine 700K 10.5M 6.66%

Apartment Yasmine 1.3M 18M 7.2%

1

2

3

Subject

4

6

5

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed Apartments

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey

Cap rate
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 6,500 6,100 5,800

Market condition 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 6,500.00 6,100.00 5,800.00

Land size 2,309.76 1,500.00 -5% 747.00 -10% 4,640.00 5%

Location preference Good Good 0% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Road numbers 3 2 3% 2 3% 3 0%

Availability of services Available Available 0% Available 0% Available 0%

Land use Residential commercial
Residential 
commercial

0%
Residential 
commercial

0%
Residential 
commercial

0%

Adjustment % -2% -12% 0%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 6,370.00 5,368.00 5,800.00

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 5,977

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 6,000

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

ground floor 1,382.00 1800 2,487,600

First floor 1,620.00 1800 2,916,000

second floor 1550.00 1800 2,790,000

Upper 731.00 1800 1,315,800

Fences 139.98 1000 139,980

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 9,649,380

depreciation 10 25% 2,412,345

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 7,237,035

Land value (Saudi SAR) 2,309.76 6,000 13,858,560

Final value 21,095,595

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, knowing the average capitalization rate 

and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. By analyzing the rental prices of residential apartments in the Al-Yasmeen neighborhood, they range from 

30,000 riyals to 60,000 riyals per year. The actual full rent according to the contract is 1,300,000 riyals at a rate of 31,707 riyals for each apartment in the property, and its reasonableness has been 

reviewed according to the market. It was assumed that it would be rented to one operator with 100% occupancy, with the tenant bearing all expenses according to the contract.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Description Value

Gross  Income 1,300,000

Vacancy Rate 0%

Vacancy Value 0

Effective Gross  Income 1,300,000

Operating Expenses Rate 0%

Operating Expenses Value 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 1,300,000

Cap rate 6.75%

Property value 19,259,259

Property value round up 19,300,000

Estimating the value using the income method - the direct capitalization method:
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy 
and consistency with the market were reviewed and confirmed.

3 Land use assumed: Commercial Residential.

4 Capitalization rate of 6.75% was assumed.

5 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

6 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

7
The total income was assumed to be 1,300,000 riyals according to the contract and its reasonableness was reviewed according to the 
market.

8 The contract provided by the customer expires on 04-09-2027.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 19,300,000SAR

Written Nineteen million three hundred thousand riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 19,259,259SAR 100%

the cost Approach 21,095,595SAR 0%

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:

Value Estimation
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Teqnia Complex, Plot 24-25

The Final 
value of 

the 
property

Number 35,200,000SAR

Written
Thirty-five million two hundred thousand Saudi 

riyals

DC23000035Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

showroomsProperty type

Riyadh - FaisalishAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - FaisalishShowrooms & officesAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company6930100057511443/03/136,000هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 18م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 35,200,000 SAR 

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Thirty-five million two hundred thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Al-Faisaliah neighborhood in 
the city of Riyadh.

Al-Faisaliah neighborhood is located between the Eastern Ring Road and the 
Southern Ring Road, and the neighborhood is characterized by easy entry and 
exit to the main roads

As the neighborhood is adjacent to the northern region, Al-Farouq neighborhood 
and is bordered by Medina Road, as well as Ali Ibn Abi Talib Road, which borders 
the neighborhood on the western side and separates it from the Old Industrial 
District, in addition to the Eastern Ring Road, which is one of the most important 
main roads in Riyadh and is located in the eastern side of the neighborhood, and 
all of these The distinctive roads were one of the most important reasons for the 
neighborhood’s location and ease of access.

The property is land on which commercial halls and workshops are built, with a 
total land area of 6,000 square meters according to the deed, and a total building 
surface area of 5,168 square meters according to the building permit. The 
property is approximately 9 years old, according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 6,000m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthWalk path corridor 10 m wide60m

SideBorderLength

SouthPlot No. 2660m

SideBorderLength

EastEastern Ring Road, 100 m wide100m

SideBorderLength

WestStreet width 25 m100m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Property Details

Boundaries
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ6930100057511443/03/13

DistrictCity

FaisalishRiyadh

Plan No.Parcel No.

325124-25

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ 1432/179641435/10/09

Coordinates

24.638221 ,46.798663

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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Aerial Photos

An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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  Photos of the propertyصور العقار
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2
Comp.

Area = 6,250 m2

Source: internal

Meter price = 4,500

24.643723 ,46.796021

Date = 2023/8

1
Comp.

Area = 4,339  m2

Source: internal

Meter price = 5,000

24.643095 ,46.796221

Date = 2023/8

Subject3
Comp.

Area = 4,254 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 5,000

24.637146 ,46.799364

Date = 2023/6

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey
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4

3

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

warehouse Al-Faisaliah District - Riyadh 1.5m 18m 8%

warehouse Al Sulay District - Riyadh 11.3m 142.1m 8%

warehouse Al-Mashael District - Riyadh 6.1m 85m 7.2%

Subject

Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1 showroom Al-Farouq 1750 650
Currently 

listed

2 showroom Al-Faisaliah 660 400
Currently 

listed

3
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 3,100 200

Currently 
listed

4
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 313,6 181

Currently 
listed1

2

Rental Market Survey

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial ( Offices – Showrooms ).

Cap rate

Rental survey
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 5,000 5,000 4,500

Market condition 5% 250 5% 250 5% 225

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 5,250.00 5,250.00 4,725.00

Land size 6,000.00 4,339.00 -5% 4,254.00 -5% 6,250.00 -5%

road view Eastern Ring Road Eastern Ring Road 0% Eastern Ring Road 0% Eastern Ring Road 0%

Road numbers 3 2 1% 2 1% 2 1%

Location preference Very Good Good 3% Good 3% Good 3%

Land use commercial commercial 0% commercial 0% commercial 0%

Adjustment % -1% -1% -1%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 5,197.50 5,197.50 4,677.75

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 5,068

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 5,000

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

ground floor 3,600 1200 4,320,000

Mezzanine 1,568 1200 1,881,600

Fences 120 1000 120,000

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 6,321,600

depreciation 9 23% 1,422,360

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 4,899,240

Land value (Saudi SAR) 6,000 5,000 30,000,000

Final value 34,899,240

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, 

knowing the average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. *The total income value in 

case of 100% occupancy is 2,600,000, expenses are 0% annually and the growth rate is 5% at the beginning of the third year according to the contract.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Cash flow assumptions:

2,600,000Gross income

5Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

7.5%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

10= %2027Growth rate

Description 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00%

Gross Income 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,860,000 2,860,000

Vacancy rate 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Effective Gross  Income 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,860,000 2,860,000

Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,860,000 2,860,000

Exit value 38,133,333

Cash flows 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,600,000 2,860,000 40,993,333

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59

Present value of Cash flows 2,600,000 2,342,342 2,110,218 1,901,098 1,883,971 24,327,548

Property value 35,165,177

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy 
and consistency with the market were reviewed and confirmed.

3
The contract was assumed to be renewed for both Plots 24 & 25. The remaining period of the contract for Plot No. 24 is approximately one 
year and Plot No. 25 is three years, according to what was provided to us by the client.

4 It is assumed that the tenant's information is correct.

5 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

6 It was assumed that the property was leased under a one contract.

7
The total income of the property to be evaluated was assumed to be 2,600,000 riyals, according to what was provided to us by the client, 
and it was assumed that the contract would increase by 10% at the beginning of the year 2027, assuming that the contract is renewed. The 
rationality of market prices has been reviewed.

8 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

9 The contract provided by the customer expires on 11-14-2026 AD for Hall 25, and 12-21-2024 AD for Hall 24.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 35,200,000SAR

Written Thirty-five million two hundred thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 35,165,177SAR 100%

the cost Approach 34,899,240SAR 0%

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:

Value Estimation
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24العقد التأجيري 25العقد التأجيري 

Attachments



Teqnia Complex, Block 6

The Final 
value of 

the 
property

Number 30,000,000SAR

Written Thirty million Saudi riyals

DC23000036Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Workshops and warehouseProperty type

Riyadh - FaisalishAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - FaisalishShowrooms & officesAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company3930100057631443/03/1314,713.87هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 18م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 30,000,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Thirty million Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Al-Faisaliah neighborhood in 
the city of Riyadh.

Al-Faisaliah neighborhood is located between the Eastern Ring Road and the 
Southern Ring Road, and the neighborhood is characterized by easy entry and 
exit to the main roads

As the neighborhood is adjacent to the northern region, Al-Farouq neighborhood 
and is bordered by Medina Road, as well as Ali Ibn Abi Talib Road, which borders 
the neighborhood on the western side and separates it from the Old Industrial 
District, in addition to the Eastern Ring Road, which is one of the most important 
main roads in Riyadh and is located in the eastern side of the neighborhood, and 
all of these The distinctive roads were one of the most important reasons for the 
neighborhood’s location and ease of access.

The property is land on which commercial halls and workshops are built, with a 
total land area of 14,713.87 square meters according to the deed, with a total 
area of building surfaces of 12,045.
  Square meters according to the building permit. The property is approximately 9 
years old, according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Workshops and warehouse14,713.87m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 20 m89.34m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 25 m57.61m

SideBorderLength

EastStreet width 25 m203.11m

SideBorderLength

WestStreet width 25 m214.14m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Boundaries

Property Details
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ3930100057631443/03/13

DistrictCity

FaisalishRiyadh 

Plan No.Parcel No.

3251From 556 to 577

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ 1432/101371435/06/01

Coordinates

24.635917 ,46.798861

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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Aerial Photos

An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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2
Comp.

Area = 1,756 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1650و

24.6481446.80089

Date = 2023/7

3
Comp.

24.6304846.81068

Subject

1
Comp.

24.6358846.80243

4
Comp.

24.634668 ,46.835249

5
Comp.

24.625909 ,46.848160

Area = 1,800 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,833

Date = 2023/6

Area = 1,500 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,950

Date = 2023/9

Area = 1,377 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,300

Date = 2023/2

Area = 1,950 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,400

Date = 2023/3

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey
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Subject

Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 1,200 250

Currently 
listed

2
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 1,440 225

Currently 
listed

3
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 3,100 200

Currently 
listed

4
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 313,6 181

Currently 
listed

5
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 2م630 198

Currently 
listed

1

2

3

4

5

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

warehouse Al-Faisaliah District - Riyadh 1.5m 18m 8%

warehouse Al Sulay District - Riyadh 11.3m 142.1m 8%

warehouse Al-Mashael District - Riyadh 6.1m 85m 7.2%

Cap rate

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial (Workshops and warehouse).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 1,833 1,650 1,950

Market condition 5% 91.65 5% 82.5 5% 97.5

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 1,924.65 1,732.50 2,047.50

Land size 14,713.87 1,800.00 -15% 1,756.40 -15% 1,500.00 -15%

Location preference Good Very Good -5% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Road numbers 4 2 3% 2 3% 3 2%

Availability of services Available Available 0% Available 0% Available 0%

Land use Workshops and warehouse Workshops and warehouse 0% Workshops and warehouse 0% Workshops and warehouse 0%

Adjustment % -17% -17% -18%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 1,597.46 1,437.98 1,678.95

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 1,578

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 1,580

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

Building area 12,045 900 10,840,500

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 10,840,500

depreciation 9 23% 2,439,113

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 8,401,388

Land value (Saudi SAR) 14,714 1,580 23,247,915

Final value 31,649,302

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 250 200 181

Market condition 5% 12.5 5% 10 5% 9.05

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 262.50 210.00 190.05

space difference 14,713.87 1,200.00 -20% 3,100.00 -10% 3,136.00 -10%

Location Good Very Good -5% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Accessibility Excellent Good 5% Very Good 3% Very Good 3%

Adjustment % -20% -12% -12%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 210.00 184.80 167.24

participation % 20% 20% 60%

Meter value (SR/m2) 179

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 180

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the Workshops and warehouse was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of Workshops and warehouse - comparison method:
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, 

knowing the average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. *The total value of income 

in the case of 100% occupancy is 2,100,000, and expenses are 0% annually and the growth rate. The contract stipulates an increase in income by 4.8% as 

follows: 2021 = 2,100,000 riyals, 2024 = 2,205,000 riyals, 2030 = 2,315,000 riyals. It was assumed that the contract would increase by 20% after the 

completion of the contract period.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is: - Cash flow assumptions:

2,100,000Gross income

9Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

7.5%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

4.8= %2024-2028 ،20= %2031Growth rate

Description 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

Growth rate 0.00% 4.8% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.8% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00%

Gross Income 2,100,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,315,000 2,315,000 2,315,000 2,778,000

Vacancy rate 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Effective Gross  Income 2,100,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,315,000 2,315,000 2,315,000 2,778,000

Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 2,100,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,315,000 2,315,000 2,315,000 2,778,000

Exit value 37,040,000

Cash flows 2,100,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,205,000 2,315,000 2,315,000 2,315,000 39,818,000

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.53 0.48 0.43

Present value of Cash flows 2,100,000 1,986,486 1,789,627 1,612,277 1,452,502 1,373,840 1,237,694 1,115,039 17,278,085

Property value 29,945,551

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy 
and consistency with the market were reviewed and confirmed.

3
It was assumed that the property is leased for one contract and the remaining period is 8 years. According to what was provided to us by 
the client.

4 It was assumed that the property was leased under one contract.

5 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

6 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

7
The current total income of the property to be evaluated was assumed to be 2,100,000 riyals, according to what was provided to us by the 
client, and an increase in the contract was assumed by 20% after the completion of the contract period. The rationality of market prices has 
been reviewed.

8 The contract stipulates an increase in income by 4.8%, as follows: 2021 = 2,100,000 riyals, 2024 = 2,205,000 riyals, 2030 = 2,315,000 riyals.

9 The contract provided by the client expires on 12-21-2031 AD for Hall 6.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 30,000,000SAR

Written Thirty million Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 29,945,551SAR 100%

the cost Approach 31,649,302SAR 0%

Value Estimation

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:
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Lease contract

Attachments



Teqnia Complex, Block 7

The Final 
value of 

the 
property

Number 12,610,000SAR

Written
Twelve million six hundred and ten thousand 

Saudi riyals

DC23000037Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Workshops and warehouseProperty type

Riyadh - FaisalishAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - FaisalishShowrooms & officesAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company3930100045911442/11/124,865.50هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 18م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 12,610,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Twelve million six hundred and ten thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Al-Faisaliah neighborhood in 
the city of Riyadh.

Al-Faisaliah neighborhood is located between the Eastern Ring Road and the 
Southern Ring Road, and the neighborhood is characterized by easy entry and 
exit to the main roads

As the neighborhood is adjacent to the northern region, Al-Farouq neighborhood 
and is bordered by Medina Road, as well as Ali Ibn Abi Talib Road, which borders 
the neighborhood on the western side and separates it from the Old Industrial 
District, in addition to the Eastern Ring Road, which is one of the most important 
main roads in Riyadh and is located in the eastern side of the neighborhood, and 
all of these The distinctive roads were one of the most important reasons for the 
neighborhood’s location and ease of access.

The property is land on which commercial halls and workshops are built, with a 
total land area of 4,865.50 square meters according to the deed, and a total area 
of building surfaces of 3,663.78 square meters according to the building permit. 
The property is approximately 9 years old, according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Workshops and warehouse4,865.50m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 20 m101.75m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 20 m92.87m

SideBorderLength

EastStreet width 25 m50m

SideBorderLength

WestStreet width 25 m50.8m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Property Details

Boundaries
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صن ❑Notes

OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ3930100045911442/11/12

DistrictCity

FaisalishRiyadh 

Plan No.Parcel No.

3251From 546 to 555

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ 1432/101441435/06/01

Coordinates

24.636972 ,46.798167

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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Aerial Photos

An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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2
Comp.

Area = 1,756 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1650و

24.6481446.80089

Date = 2023/7

3
Comp.

24.6304846.81068

Subject

1
Comp.

24.6358846.80243

4
Comp.

24.634668 ,46.835249

5
Comp.

24.625909 ,46.848160

Area = 1,800 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,833

Date = 2023/6

Area = 1,500 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,950

Date = 2023/9

Area = 1,377 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,300

Date = 2023/2

Area = 1,950 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,400

Date = 2023/3

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey
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Subject

Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 1,200 250

Currently 
listed

2
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 1,440 225

Currently 
listed

3
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 3,100 200

Currently 
listed

4
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 313,6 181

Currently 
listed

5
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 2م630 198

Currently 
listed

1

2

3

4

5

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

warehouse Al-Faisaliah District - Riyadh 1.5m 18m 8%

warehouse Al Sulay District - Riyadh 11.3m 142.1m 8%

warehouse Al-Mashael District - Riyadh 6.1m 85m 7.2%

Cap rate

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial (Workshops and warehouse).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 1,833 1,650 1,950

Market condition 5% 91.65 5% 82.5 5% 97.5

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 1,924.65 1,732.50 2,047.50

Land size 4,865.50 1,800.00 -10% 1,756.40 -10% 1,500.00 -10%

Location preference Good Very Good -5% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Road numbers 4 2 3% 2 3% 3 2%

Availability of services Available Available 0% Available 0% Available 0%

Land use Workshops and warehouse Workshops and warehouse 0% Workshops and warehouse 0% Workshops and warehouse 0%

Adjustment % -12% -12% -13%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 1,693.69 1,524.60 1,781.33

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 1,673

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 1,675

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

Building area 3,664 900 3,297,402

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 3,297,402

depreciation 9 23% 741,915

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 2,555,487

Land value (Saudi SAR) 4,866 1,675 8,149,713

Final value 10,705,199

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 250 200 181

Market condition 5% 12.5 5% 10 5% 9.05

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 262.50 210.00 190.05

space difference 4,865.50 1,200.00 -5% 3,100.00 0% 3,136.00 0%

Location Good Very Good -5% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Accessibility Excellent Good 5% Very Good 3% Very Good 3%

Adjustment % -5% -2% -2%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 249.38 205.80 186.25

participation % 60% 20% 20%

Meter value (SR/m2) 228

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 230

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the Workshops and warehouse was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of Workshops and warehouse - comparison method:
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Contract details:

Block contract 7/A: 

Workshop No. 7/A: One contract for a period of 10 years starting from 02/01/2022 to 01/31/2031, a variable value contract such that there is growth in the contract every three years.

2022 = 500,000 riyals, 2024 = 550,000 riyals, 2027 = 600,000 riyals until the beginning of 2031.

Block Contract 7/B: 

Workshop No. 7/B, with one contract for a period of 5 years from 09/01/2022 to 08/31/2027, with a fixed contract amounting to 412,876 riyals annually, and it was assumed that the 

contract would be renewed with an increase of 20% from the previous contract after completion.

date
Income according to 

contract 7/b
Growth rate 7/b

Income according to 
contract 7/a

Growth rate 7/b Annual gross income Total growth rate

2023 412,876 - 500,000 - 912,876

2024 412,876 0.0% 550,000 9.1% 962,876 5.2%

2025 412,876 0.0% 550,000 0.0% 962,876 0.0%

2026 412,876 0.0% 550,000 0.0% 962,876 0.0%

2027 412,876 0.0% 600,000 8.3% 1,012,876 4.9%

2028 412,876 0.0% 600,000 0.0% 1,012,876 0.0%

2029 516,000 20% 600,000 0.0% 1,116,000 9.2%

2030 516,000 0.0% 600,000 0.0% 1,116,000 0.0%

2031 516,000 0.0% 600,000 0.0% 1,116,000 0.0%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, 

knowing the average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. *The total value of income in 

the event of 100% occupancy is 412,876, and expenses are 0% annually and the growth rate is as follows:

2024 = 5.2%, 2027 = 4.9%, 2029 = 9.2%

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Cash flow assumptions:

912,876Gross income

9Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

7.5%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

2024 =5.2 % ،2027 =4.9 % ،2029 =9.2%Growth rate

Description 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

Growth rate 0.00% 5.2% 0.00% 0.00% 4.9% 0.00% 9.2% 0.00% 0.00%

Gross Income 912,876 962,876 962,876 962,876 1,012,876 1,012,876 1,116,000 1,116,000 1,116,000

Vacancy rate 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Effective Gross  Income 912,876 962,876 962,876 962,876 1,012,876 1,012,876 1,116,000 1,116,000 1,116,000

Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 912,876 962,876 962,876 962,876 1,012,876 1,012,876 1,116,000 1,116,000 1,116,000

Exit value 14,880,000

Cash flows 912,876 962,876 962,876 962,876 1,012,876 1,012,876 1,116,000 1,116,000 15,996,000

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.53 0.48 0.43

Present value of Cash flows 912,876 867,456 781,492 704,047 667,213 601,093 596,659 537,531 6,941,088

Property value 12,609,454

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy 
and consistency with the market were reviewed and confirmed.

3
It was assumed that the property is leased under one contract, and the remaining period is 8 years for Block 7/A and four years for Block 
7/B. According to what was provided to us by the client.

4 It is assumed that the tenant's information is correct.

5 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

6 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

7
The current total income of the property to be evaluated was assumed to be 912,876 riyals, according to what was provided to us by the 
client, and the reasonableness of the prices in the market was reviewed.

8 It was assumed that the contract would increase by 20% in renewing the contract for Block 7/B after completion.

9 The contract provided by the client expires on 01/31/2031 AD for Hall 7/A. The contract for Hall 7/B will expire in the year 08/31/2027 AD

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:

The Final value of 
the property

Number 12,610,000SAR

Written Twelve million six hundred and ten thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 12,609,454SAR 100%

the cost Approach 10,705,199SAR 0%

Value Estimation
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Lease contract 7/bLease contract 7/a

Attachments



Teqnia Complex, Block 9

The Final value 
of the property

Number 11,300,000SAR

Written
Eleven million and three hundred 

thousand Saudi riyals

DC23000038Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Workshops and warehouseProperty type

Riyadh - FaisalishAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - FaisalishShowrooms & officesAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company3930100057561443/03/136,098.38هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 18م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 11,300,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Eleven million and three hundred thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Al-Faisaliah neighborhood in 
the city of Riyadh.

Al-Faisaliah neighborhood is located between the Eastern Ring Road and the 
Southern Ring Road, and the neighborhood is characterized by easy entry and 
exit to the main roads

As the neighborhood is adjacent to the northern region, Al-Farouq neighborhood 
and is bordered by Medina Road, as well as Ali Ibn Abi Talib Road, which borders 
the neighborhood on the western side and separates it from the Old Industrial 
District, in addition to the Eastern Ring Road, which is one of the most important 
main roads in Riyadh and is located in the eastern side of the neighborhood, and 
all of these The distinctive roads were one of the most important reasons for the 
neighborhood’s location and ease of access.

The property is land on which commercial halls and workshops are built, with a 
total land area of 6,098.38 square meters according to the deed, with a total 
building surface area of 4,711.
  Square meters according to the building permit. The property is approximately 9 
years old, according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Workshops and warehouse6,098.38m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 20 m126.61m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 20 m117.72m

SideBorderLength

EastStreet width 25 m50m

SideBorderLength

WestStreet width 25 m50.8m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Property Details

Boundaries
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ3930100057561443/03/13

DistrictCity

FaisalishRiyadh 

Plan No.Parcel No.

3251Form 534 to 545

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ 1432/101241435/06/01

Coordinates

24.638000 ,46.797417

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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Aerial Photos

An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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2
Comp.

Area = 1,756 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1650و

24.6481446.80089

Date = 2023/7

3
Comp.

24.6304846.81068

Subject

1
Comp.

24.6358846.80243

4
Comp.

24.634668 ,46.835249

5
Comp.

24.625909 ,46.848160

Area = 1,800 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,833

Date = 2023/6

Area = 1,500 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,950

Date = 2023/9

Area = 1,377 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,300

Date = 2023/2

Area = 1,950 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,400

Date = 2023/3

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey
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Subject

Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 1,200 250

Currently 
listed

2
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 1,440 225

Currently 
listed

3
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 3,100 200

Currently 
listed

4
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 313,6 181

Currently 
listed

5
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 2م630 198

Currently 
listed

1

2

3

4

5

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

warehouse Al-Faisaliah District - Riyadh 1.5m 18m 8%

warehouse Al Sulay District - Riyadh 11.3m 142.1m 8%

warehouse Al-Mashael District - Riyadh 6.1m 85m 7.2%

Cap rate

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial (Workshops and warehouse).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 1,833 1,650 1,950

Market condition 5% 91.65 5% 82.5 5% 97.5

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 1,924.65 1,732.50 2,047.50

Land size 6,098.38 1,800.00 -10% 1,756.40 -10% 1,500.00 -10%

Location preference Good Very Good -5% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Road numbers 4 2 3% 2 3% 3 2%

Availability of services Available Available 0% Available 0% Available 0%

Land use Workshops and warehouse Workshops and warehouse 0% Workshops and warehouse 0% Workshops and warehouse 0%

Adjustment % -12% -12% -13%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 1,693.69 1,524.60 1,781.33

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 1,673

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 1,675

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

Building area 4,711 900 4,239,900

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 4,239,900

depreciation 9 23% 953,978

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 3,285,923

Land value (Saudi SAR) 6,098 1,675 10,214,787

Final value 13,500,709

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 250 200 181

Market condition 5% 12.5 5% 10 5% 9.05

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 262.50 210.00 190.05

space difference 6,098.38 1,200.00 -15% 3,100.00 -5% 3,136.00 -5%

Location Good Very Good -5% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Accessibility Excellent Good 5% Very Good 3% Very Good 3%

Adjustment % -15% -7% -7%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 223.13 195.30 176.75

participation % 20% 20% 60%

Meter value (SR/m2) 190

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 190

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the Workshops and warehouse was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of Workshops and warehouse - comparison method:
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, 

knowing the average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. *The total income value in 

case of 100% occupancy is 763,600, expenses are 0% annually and the growth rate is 20% at the beginning of the year 2025, assuming the contract is renewed.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Cash flow assumptions:

763,600Gross income

5Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

7.5%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

20 = %2025Growth rate

Description 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Gross Income 763,600 763,600 916,320 916,320 916,320 916,320

Vacancy rate 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Effective Gross  Income 763,600 763,600 916,320 916,320 916,320 916,320

Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 763,600 763,600 916,320 916,320 916,320 916,320

Exit value 12,217,600

Cash flows 763,600 763,600 916,320 916,320 916,320 13,133,920

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59

Present value of Cash flows 763,600 687,928 743,706 670,005 603,608 7,794,342

Property value 11,263,190

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy 
and consistency with the market were reviewed and confirmed.

3
It was assumed that the property is leased for one contract and the remaining period is one year. According to what was provided to us by 
the client. The contract was assumed to be renewed with a 20% increase.

4 It is assumed that the tenant's information is correct.

5 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

6 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

7
The total income of the property to be evaluated was assumed to be 763,600 riyals, according to what was provided to us by the client, and 
it was assumed that the contract would increase by 20% at the beginning of the year 2025. The reasonableness of the prices in the market 
was reviewed.

8 The contract provided by the client expires on 12-21-2024 AD for Hall 9.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 11,300,000SAR

Written Eleven million and three hundred thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 11,263,190SAR 100%

the cost Approach 13,500,709SAR 0%

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:

Value Estimation
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Lease contract 9

Attachments



Teqnia Complex, Block 10

The Final value 
of the property

Number 17,200,000SAR

Written
Seventeen million two hundred thousand 

Saudi riyals

DC23000039Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Workshops and warehouseProperty type

Riyadh - FaisalishAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - FaisalishShowrooms & officesAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company7930100045901442/11/126,729.88هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 18م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 17,200,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Seventeen million two hundred thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Al-Faisaliah neighborhood in 
the city of Riyadh.

Al-Faisaliah neighborhood is located between the Eastern Ring Road and the 
Southern Ring Road, and the neighborhood is characterized by easy entry and 
exit to the main roads

As the neighborhood is adjacent to the northern region, Al-Farouq neighborhood 
and is bordered by Medina Road, as well as Ali Ibn Abi Talib Road, which borders 
the neighborhood on the western side and separates it from the Old Industrial 
District, in addition to the Eastern Ring Road, which is one of the most important 
main roads in Riyadh and is located in the eastern side of the neighborhood, and 
all of these The distinctive roads were one of the most important reasons for the 
neighborhood’s location and ease of access.

The property is land on which commercial halls and workshops are built, with a 
total land area of 6,729.88 square meters according to the deed, with a total 
building surface area of 5,233.
  Square meters according to the building permit. The property is approximately 9 
years old, according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Workshops and warehouse6,729.88m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 20 m139.04m

طول الحدالحدالجهة

SouthStreet width 20 m130.15m

طول الحدالحدالجهة

EastStreet width 25 m50m

طول الحدالحدالجهة

WestStreet width 25 m50.8m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Boundaries

Property Details
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ7930100045901442/11/12

DistrictCity

FaisalishRiyadh 

Plan No.Parcel No.

3251From 522  to 533

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ 1432/101311435/06/01

Coordinates

24.638667 ,46.797389

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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Aerial Photos

An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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2
Comp.

Area = 1,756 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1650و

24.6481446.80089

Date = 2023/7

3
Comp.

24.6304846.81068

Subject

1
Comp.

24.6358846.80243

4
Comp.

24.634668 ,46.835249

5
Comp.

24.625909 ,46.848160

Area = 1,800 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,833

Date = 2023/6

Area = 1,500 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,950

Date = 2023/9

Area = 1,377 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,300

Date = 2023/2

Area = 1,950 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,400

Date = 2023/3

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey
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Subject

Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 1,200 250

Currently 
listed

2
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 1,440 225

Currently 
listed

3
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 3,100 200

Currently 
listed

4
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 313,6 181

Currently 
listed

5
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 2م630 198

Currently 
listed

1

2

3

4

5

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

warehouse Al-Faisaliah District - Riyadh 1.5m 18m 8%

warehouse Al Sulay District - Riyadh 11.3m 142.1m 8%

warehouse Al-Mashael District - Riyadh 6.1m 85m 7.2%

Cap rate

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial (Workshops and warehouse).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 1,833 1,650 1,950

Market condition 5% 91.65 5% 82.5 5% 97.5

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 1,924.65 1,732.50 2,047.50

Land size 4,865.50 1,800.00 -10% 1,756.40 -10% 1,500.00 -10%

Location preference Good Very Good -5% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Road numbers 4 2 3% 2 3% 3 2%

Availability of services Available Available 0% Available 0% Available 0%

Land use Workshops and warehouse Workshops and warehouse 0% Workshops and warehouse 0% Workshops and warehouse 0%

Adjustment % -12% -12% -13%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 1,693.69 1,524.60 1,781.33

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 1,673

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 1,675

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

Building area 5,233 900 4,709,700

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 4,709,700

depreciation 9 23% 1,059,683

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 3,650,018

Land value (Saudi SAR) 6,730 1,675 11,272,549

Final value 14,922,567

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 250 200 181

Market condition 5% 12.5 5% 10 5% 9.05

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 262.50 210.00 190.05

space difference 6,729.88 1,200.00 -15% 3,100.00 -5% 3,136.00 -5%

Location Good Very Good -5% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Accessibility Excellent Good 5% Very Good 3% Very Good 3%

Adjustment % -15% -7% -7%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 223.13 195.30 176.75

participation % 20% 20% 60%

Meter value (SR/m2) 190

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 190

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the Workshops and warehouse was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of Workshops and warehouse - comparison method:
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to 

be valued, knowing the average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. *The 

total income value in case of 100% occupancy is 1,200,000, expenses are 0% annually and the growth rate is 10% at the beginning of the fifth year.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Cash flow assumptions:

1,200,000Gross income

4Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

7.5%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

2025=10%Growth rate

Description 2023 2024 2025 2026

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00%

Gross Income 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,320,000 1,320,000

Vacancy rate 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Effective Gross  Income 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,320,000 1,320,000

Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,320,000 1,320,000

Exit value 17,600,000

Cash flows 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,320,000 18,920,000

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73

Present value of Cash flows 1,200,000 1,081,081 1,071,342 13,834,141

Property value 17,186,564

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy 
and consistency with the market were reviewed and confirmed.

3
It was assumed that the property is leased for one contract and the remaining period is 4 years. According to what was provided to us by the 
client. There is a contract growth of 10% at the beginning of the year 2025.

4 It is assumed that the tenant's information is correct.

5 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

6 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

7
The total income of the property to be evaluated was assumed to be 1,200,000 riyals, according to what was previously provided to us. The 
rationality of market prices has been reviewed.

8 The contract provided by the customer expires on 10-25-2027 AD for Hall 10.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 17,200,000SAR

Written Seventeen million two hundred thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 17,186,564SAR 100%

the cost Approach 14,922,567SAR 0%

Value Estimation

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:
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Lease contract 10

Attachments



Teqnia Complex, Block 11

The Final value 
of the property

Number 22,600,000SAR

Written
Twenty-two million six hundred thousand 

Saudi riyals

DC23000040Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Workshops and warehouseProperty type

Riyadh - FaisalishAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Riyadh - FaisalishShowrooms & officesAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company7930100045871442/11/127,341.13هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 18م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 22,600,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Twenty-two million six hundred thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Al-Faisaliah neighborhood in 
the city of Riyadh.

Al-Faisaliah neighborhood is located between the Eastern Ring Road and the 
Southern Ring Road, and the neighborhood is characterized by easy entry and 
exit to the main roads

As the neighborhood is adjacent to the northern region, Al-Farouq neighborhood 
and is bordered by Medina Road, as well as Ali Ibn Abi Talib Road, which borders 
the neighborhood on the western side and separates it from the Old Industrial 
District, in addition to the Eastern Ring Road, which is one of the most important 
main roads in Riyadh and is located in the eastern side of the neighborhood, and 
all of these The distinctive roads were one of the most important reasons for the 
neighborhood’s location and ease of access.

The property is land on which commercial halls and workshops are built, with a 
total land area of 7,341.13 square meters according to the deed, with a total 
building surface area of 5,733.
  Square meters according to the building permit. The property is approximately 9 
years old, according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Workshops and warehouse7,341.13m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 20 m151.47m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 20 m141.58m

SideBorderLength

EastStreet width 25 m50m

SideBorderLength

WestStreet width 25 m50.8m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Property Details

Boundaries
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ7930100045871442/11/12

DistrictCity

FaisalishRiyadh 

Plan No.Parcel No.

3251From 508 to 521

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ 1432/101491435/06/01

Coordinates

24.639176 ,46.796611

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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Aerial Photos

An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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2
Comp.

Area = 1,756 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1650و

24.6481446.80089

Date = 2023/7

3
Comp.

24.6304846.81068

Subject

1
Comp.

24.6358846.80243

4
Comp.

24.634668 ,46.835249

5
Comp.

24.625909 ,46.848160

Area = 1,800 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,833

Date = 2023/6

Area = 1,500 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,950

Date = 2023/9

Area = 1,377 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,300

Date = 2023/2

Area = 1,950 m2

Source: Ministry of Justice

Meter price = 1,400

Date = 2023/3

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey
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Subject

Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 1,200 250

Currently 
listed

2
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 1,440 225

Currently 
listed

3
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 3,100 200

Currently 
listed

4
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 313,6 181

Currently 
listed

5
Workshops and 

warehouse
Al Sulay 2م630 198

Currently 
listed

1

2

3

4

5

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

warehouse Al-Faisaliah District - Riyadh 1.5m 18m 8%

warehouse Al Sulay District - Riyadh 11.3m 142.1m 8%

warehouse Al-Mashael District - Riyadh 6.1m 85m 7.2%

Cap rate

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial (Workshops and warehouse).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 1,833 1,650 1,950

Market condition 5% 91.65 5% 82.5 5% 97.5

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 1,924.65 1,732.50 2,047.50

Land size 7,341 1,800.00 -10% 1,756.40 -10% 1,500.00 -10%

Location preference Good Very Good -5% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Road numbers 4 2 3% 2 3% 3 2%

Availability of services Available Available 0% Available 0% Available 0%

Land use Workshops and warehouse Workshops and warehouse 0% Workshops and warehouse 0% Workshops and warehouse 0%

Adjustment % -12% -12% -13%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 1,693.69 1,524.60 1,781.33

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 1,673

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 1,675

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

Building area 5,733 900 5,159,700

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 5,159,700

depreciation 9 23% 1,160,933

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 3,998,768

Land value (Saudi SAR) 7,341 1,675 12,296,393

Final value 16,295,160

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 250 200 181

Market condition 5% 12.5 5% 10 5% 9.05

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 262.50 210.00 190.05

space difference 5,233 1,200.00 -15% 3,100.00 -5% 3,136.00 -5%

Location Good Very Good -5% Very Good -5% Very Good -5%

Accessibility Excellent Good 5% Very Good 3% Very Good 3%

Adjustment % -15% -7% -7%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 223.13 195.30 176.75

participation % 20% 20% 60%

Meter value (SR/m2) 190

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 190

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the Workshops and warehouse was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of Workshops and warehouse - comparison method:
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be 

valued, knowing the average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. *The total 

income value in case of 100% occupancy is 1,579,050, expenses are 0% annually and the growth rate is 20% at the beginning of the fifth year.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Cash flow assumptions:

1,579,050Gross income

5Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

7.5%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

2028=20%Growth rate

Description 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00%

Gross Income 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,894,860

Vacancy rate 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Effective Gross  Income 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,894,860

Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,894,860

Exit value 25,264,800

Cash flows 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 1,579,050 27,159,660

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59

Present value of Cash flows 1,579,050 1,422,568 1,281,592 1,154,588 1,040,169 16,117,936

Property value 22,595,903

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy 
and consistency with the market were reviewed and confirmed.

3
It was assumed that the property is leased for one contract and the remaining period is 4 years. According to what was provided to us by 
the client.

4 It is assumed that the tenant's information is correct.

5 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

6 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

7
The total income of the property to be evaluated was assumed to be 1,579,050 riyals, according to what was provided to us by the client, 
and it was assumed that the contract would increase by 20% at the beginning of the fifth year. The rationality of market prices has been 
reviewed.

8 The contract provided by the client expires on 12-31-2027 AD for Hall 11.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 22,600,000SAR

Written Twenty-two million six hundred thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 22,595,903SAR 100%

the cost Approach 16,295,160SAR 0%

Value Estimation

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:
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Lease contract 11

Attachments
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Region
Mecca
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Office sector

Average rents for Class A space increased by 15% over last year to reach 1,199 

riyals/m². Demand is currently increasing for high-quality, well-managed office 

space owned by one person. The average occupancy rate citywide stabilized at 8% 

during the first quarter of the current year.

It is expected that the volume of supply will continue to rise due to the many 

residential projects in the city. Real estate financing facilities have affected the 

increase in demand for subsidized housing units, causing sales prices to rise 

compared to last year by 8% and apartment rental prices to rise compared to last 

year by 3%.

The real estate sector in Jeddah

Source: Periodic reports of the real estate market in the Kingdom
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Commercial sector
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Hospitality sector

Retail outlet areas increased by 25,000 square meters over the past year, and 

external retail outlets and small shopping centers achieved better performance 

than major regional shopping centers, whose average rental prices decreased by 

6% during the first quarter of this year, and developers are currently working to 

improve customer experiences, due to e-commerce. 

300 new hotel rooms were entered during the first quarter of the current year, 

and revenues per available room in the city rose to 296 Saudi riyals. The 

occupancy rate in the city is estimated at 54% during the first quarter of the year, 

and owners of hospitality projects are seeking to attract operators of new brands 

that do not have a presence in the city. market.

The real estate sector in Jeddah

Source: Periodic reports of the real estate market in the Kingdom
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Warehouse sector

Warehouse stock is expected to grow by about 8% by 2025. There is also a 

scarcity of supply of modern, high-quality warehouses, which has led to high 

rental prices, and large projects are expected to add about 45,000 square meters 

of new stock.

The real estate sector in Jeddah

Source: Periodic reports of the real estate market in the Kingdom
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Jeddah- AlzahraCommercial BuildingAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company3930100045881442/11/124,761.50هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 22م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 119,750,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) One hundred and nineteen million seven hundred and fifty thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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وصف العقار

The property subject to evaluation is located in Al-Zahraa neighborhood, located in 
the city of Jeddah in the Mecca region.

Al-Zahraa neighborhood is considered one of the most prestigious and best 
neighborhoods in Jeddah. It is one of the neighborhoods affiliated with the New 
Jeddah Sub-Municipality. It is also one of the vital neighborhoods in Jeddah. It is 
also characterized by a strategic location, as it is located near the Northern 
Corniche and is bordered by the most important streets and main roads.

Al-Zahraa neighborhood is located in the northwest of Jeddah. The area of the 
neighborhood is estimated at approximately 7.97 square kilometers. It is bordered 
to the east by Prince Sultan Road and Al-Salama neighborhood, to the south it is 
bordered by Sari Street and Al-Khalidiya neighborhood, and to the west it is 
bordered by King Abdulaziz Road and Al-Shati neighborhood, and to the north it is 
bordered by Hira and the Nahda neighborhood.

The property is located on a commercial plot of land with an area of 4,761.50 
square meters, according to the deed. It consists of 4 floors, with a total building 
area of only 15,259.40 square meters, according to the building permit. There are 
17 showrooms with 35 offices according to the inspection. The building is 
approximately 16 years old, according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 4,761.50m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 15 m41m

SideBorderLength

SouthPlot No. 18347m

SideBorderLength

EastPrince Sultan bin Abdulaziz Road105m

SideBorderLength

WestPlot No. 178-179-181-182109m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Boundaries

Property Details
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ 3930100045881442/11/12

DistrictCity

AlzahraJeddah

Plan No.Parcel No.

----177-180

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ1424/6091424/03/24

Coordinates

21.601917 ,39.142444

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit

Property Details
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البترجي

An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)

Aerial Photos
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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3
Comp.

21.608650 ,39.141013

Subject

1
Comp.

Area = 2,580 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 14,500

21.656829 ,39.124118

Date = 2023/10

2
Comp.

21.620419 ,39.138305

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey

Area = 9,800 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 15,000

Date = 2023/10

Area = 3,666 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 17,000 

Date = 2023/10
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Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1 Showroom Prince Sultan Road 60 1,400
Currently 

listed

2 Showroom Prince Sultan Road 95 1,500
Currently 

listed

3 Showroom Prince Sultan Road 150 1,600
Currently 

listed

4 Office Prince Sultan Road 175 800
Currently 

listed

5 Office Prince Sultan Road 120 650
Currently 

listed

6 Office Prince Sultan Road 195 700
Currently 

listed

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

Commercial Building Salam District 1.05m 12m 8.75%

Commercial Building al Zahraa district 1.3m 18m 7.2%

1

2

3

Subject

4

5

6

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial ( Offices – Showrooms ).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey

Cap rate
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 15,000 17,000 14,500

Market condition 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 15,000.00 17,000.00 14,500.00

Land size 4,761.50 9,800.00 5% 3,666.00 0% 2,580.00 -5%

road view Prince Sultan Road Prince Sultan Road 0% Prince Sultan Road 0% Prince Sultan Road 0%

Road numbers 2 2 0% 1 5% 1 5%

Availability of services Available Available 0% Available 0% Available 0%

Land use commercial commercial 0% commercial 0% commercial 0%

Adjustment % 5% 5% 0%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 15,750.00 17,850.00 14,500.00

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 15,963

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 16,000

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

basement 3,935.00 2500 9,837,500

ground floor 3,991.00 2200 8,780,200

Mezzanine 2150.00 2200 4,730,000

First floor 2,983.00 2200 6,562,600

Second floor 2,983.00 2200 6,562,600

Upper 1,124.40 2200 2,473,680

Fences 193.00 1000 193,000

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 39,139,580

depreciation 16 40% 15,655,832

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 23,483,748

Land value (Saudi SAR) 4,761.50 16,000 76,184,000

Final value 99,667,748

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 1,400 1,500 1,600

Market condition 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 1,400.00 1,500.00 1,600.00

space difference 2,406 60.00 -25% 95.00 -20% 150.00 -20%

Location Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Accessibility Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Adjustment % -15% -10% -10%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 1,190.00 1,350.00 1,440.00

participation % 20% 20% 60%

Meter value (SR/m2) 1,372

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 1,400

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the showrooms was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of showrooms - comparison method:
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 800 650 700

Market condition 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 800.00 650.00 700.00

space difference 8,583 175.00 -20% 120.00 -20% 195.00 -15%

Location Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Good 10%

Accessibility Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Adjustment % -10% -10% 0%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 720.00 585.00 700.00

participation % 20% 20% 60%

Meter value (SR/m2) 681

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 700

Finding the value of the land. A field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two similar properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value for the offices was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of Office- comparison method:
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, knowing the average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, 

and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. By analyzing the rental prices for commercial showrooms, they are between 600 and 800 riyals per square meter, and for offices, they are between 1,100 and 1,600 

riyals per square meter. Accordingly, a settlement was made so that the rental meter for showrooms would be 1,400 riyals according to the market, and the rental meter for offices would become 700 riyals per year. The total 

value of the current income of the property was assumed to be 8,463,994 riyals per year according to the contract provided by the client with an annual renewal of the contract, and assuming that it is rented to a single operator 

with 100% occupancy, with the tenant bearing all the expenses. The rationality of market prices has been reviewed. Assuming will be renew with master the contract with a growth of 15% depending on the market.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Description number of units Space m2 Price range according to market Price per rental meter Total

showrooms 6 2,836 1,100-1,600 1,400 3,970,400

Offices 29 8,630 600-800 700 6,041,000

Total income before deducting occupancy 10,011,400

Description 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Growth rate 0.00% 15.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Gross Income 8,463,944 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400

Vacancy rate 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Effective Gross  Income 8,463,944 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400

Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 8,463,944 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400

Exit value 8,463,944 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400

Cash flows 125,142,500

Discount factor 8,463,944 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400 10,011,400 135,153,900

Present value of Cash flows 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59

Property value 8,463,944 9,019,279 8,125,477 7,320,249 6,594,819 80,207,261

Description 119,731,030

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The contract renewal was assumed for the current annual rental value = 8,463,994 riyals, assuming this is the total income of the property. 
Assuming the contract will be renew with a growth of 15% according to the market.

3 It was assumed that the property was leased under one contract.

4 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

5 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

6 The contract provided by the customer expires on 10-18-2023 AD.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 119,750,000SAR

Written One hundred and nineteen million seven hundred and fifty thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach 119,731,030SAR 100%

the cost Approach 99,667,748SAR 0%

Value Estimation

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:
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Lease contract

Attachments



Abhor Commercial building

The Final value 
of the property

Number 7,500,000SAR

Written
Seven million five hundred thousand 

Saudi riyals

DC23000042Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Commercial storesProperty type

Jeddah- Northern AbhorAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Jeddah- Northern AbhorCommercial storesAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company8930100057531443/03/13552هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 23م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 7,500,000 SAR 

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Seven million five hundred thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property being evaluated is located in the Northern Abhor neighborhood, 
located in the city of Jeddah in the Makkah region.

The Northern Abhor neighborhood is considered one of the upscale and quiet 
residential neighborhoods in northern Jeddah. It is considered one of the 
neighborhoods affiliated with the Northern Abhur Sub-municipality. The 
neighborhood is distinguished by its abundance of resorts and entertainment 
venues and its proximity to the Red Sea.

The Northern Abhor neighborhood is located specifically in the north of the city of 
Jeddah. The area of the neighborhood is estimated at approximately 22.6 square 
kilometers. The neighborhood is bordered to the north by Al-Sheraa, Al-Firdaws, 
and Al-Amwaj neighborhoods. It is bordered to the south by Northern Abhor and 
the Southern Abhur neighborhood. It is bordered to the west by the Red Sea, and 
to the east by the neighborhood. Authenticity and kindness.

The property is located on a commercial plot of land with an area of 552 square 
meters, according to the deed. The total building surface area is only 180 square 
meters, according to the building permit. The property is a Burger King restaurant.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 552m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthPlot No. 20224m

SideBorderLength

SouthPlot No. 20624m

SideBorderLength

EastPlot No. 20323m

SideBorderLength

WestTranscontinental Street, 52 m wide23m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Property Details

Boundaries
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ 8930100057531443/03/13

DistrictCity

Northern AbhorJeddah

Plan No.Parcel No.

204ب/230

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ37001050201441/01/21

Coordinates

21.764083 ,39.114806

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)

Aerial Photos
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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3
Comp.

21.765797 ,39.113141

Subject

1
Comp.

Area = 875 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 5,800 

21.804277 ,39.080804

Date = 2023/10

2
Comp.

21.796039 ,39.087724

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey

Area = 875 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 5,900

Date = 2023/10

Area = 552 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 10,869

Date = 2023/10
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Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1 Showroom Abar Al-Qarat Street 550 900
Currently 

listed

2 Showroom Abar Al-Qarat Street 1,510 900
Currently 

listed

3 Showroom Abar Al-Qarat Street 40 850
Currently 

listed

4 Showroom Abar Al-Qarat Street 376 800
Currently 

listed
1

2

3

Subject

4

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial (Showrooms ).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey

Cap rate

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

Commercial Building Salam District 1.05m 12m 8.75%

Commercial Building
Northern Abhor

district
1.3m 18m 7.2%
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 10,869 5,900 5,800

Market condition -10% -1,086.9 -5% -295 -5% -290

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 9,782.10 5,605.00 5,510.00

Land size 552.00 552.00 0% 875.00 5% 875.00 5%

road view Abar Al-Qarat Abar Al-Qarat 0% Abar Al-Qarat 0% Abar Al-Qarat 0%

Road numbers 1 1 0% 1 0% 1 0%

District Northern Abhor Northern Abhor 0% Al-Sawari 5% Al-Sawari 5%

Land use commercial commercial 0% commercial 0% commercial 0%

Adjustment % 0% 10% 10%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 9,782.10 6,165.50 6,061.00

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 7,948

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 8,000

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

Building area 180.06 1600 288,096

Fences 60 800 48,000

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 336,096

depreciation 5 13% 42,012

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 294,084

Land value (Saudi SAR) 552 8,000 4,416,000

Final value 4,710,084

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 900 900 800

Market condition 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 900.00 900.00 800.00

space difference 552.00 550.00 0% 1,510.00 10% 376.00 -5%

Location Excellent Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Accessibility Excellent Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Adjustment % 10% 20% 5%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 990.00 1,080.00 840.00

participation % 20% 20% 60%

Meter value (SR/m2) 918

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 920

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the showrooms was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of showrooms - comparison method:
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, knowing the 

average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. *The total value of income in the case of 100% occupancy 

according to the contract is 502,500, and expenses are 0% annually and the growth rate is 9% in the year 2027, 9% in the year 2032 according to the contract.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is - Cash flow assumptions:

502,500Gross income

13Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

8%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

9= %2027،9= %2032Growth rate

Description 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 9% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 9% 10.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Gross Income 502,500 502,500 502,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 607,500 607,500 607,500 607,500 607,500

Vacancy rate 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Effective Gross  Income 502,500 502,500 502,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 607,500 607,500 607,500 607,500 607,500

Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Operating Income (NOI) 502,500 502,500 502,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 607,500 607,500 607,500 607,500 607,500

Exit value 7,593,750

Cash flows 502,500 502,500 502,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 553,500 607,500 607,500 607,500 607,500 15,187,500

Discount factor 1.00 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.53 0.48 0.43 0.39 0.35 0.32 0.29 0.26

Present value of Cash flows 452,703 407,840 367,424 364,608 328,475 295,924 266,598 240,178 237,487 213,952 192,750 173,648 3,910,998

Property value 7,452,584

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2
The financial information provided to us by the client (total income, vacancies, and expenses) was assumed to be correct, and its accuracy 
and consistency with the market were reviewed and confirmed.

3
It was assumed that the property is leased for one contract and the remaining period is approximately 13 years. According to what was 
provided to us by the client.

4 It is assumed that the tenant's information is correct.

5 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

6 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

7
The total income of the property to be evaluated was assumed to be 502,500 riyals, according to what was provided to us by the client, with 
a contract increase of 9% in the year 2027 and 9% in the year 2032 according to the contract. The rationality of market prices has been 
reviewed.

8
Total income for the year 2022 = 502,500 riyals, for the year 2027 = 553,500 riyals, for the year 2032 = 607,500 riyals, according to the 
contract.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 7,500,000SAR

Written Seven million five hundred thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach 7,452,584SAR 100%

the cost Approach 4,710,084SAR 0%

Value Estimation

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:
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Lease contract

Attachments



Alshera Commercial building

The Final value of 
the property

Number 11,575,000SAR

Written
Eleven million five hundred and seventy-

five thousand Saudi riyals

DC23000043Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Commercial storesProperty type

Jeddah- AlsheraAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Jeddah- AlsheraCommercial storesAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company7930100057541443/03/131,995.5هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 18م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 11,575,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Eleven million five hundred and seventy-five thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in Al-Shiraa neighborhood, located in 
the city of Jeddah in the Mecca region.

Al-Shiraa neighborhood is considered one of the new and quiet neighborhoods in 
the city of Jeddah, and it is one of the neighborhoods belonging to the Northern 
Obhur Sub-municipality. The neighborhood is distinguished by the availability of 
services, international schools, and health centers such as the King Abdullah 
Medical Complex, as well as its proximity to the Red Sea and Sharm Obhur.

Al-Shiraa neighborhood is located specifically in the north of the city of Jeddah. 
The area of the neighborhood is estimated at approximately 6.4 square 
kilometers. The neighborhood is bordered to the north by Al-Yaqout and Al-
Sawary neighborhoods, and to the south by Obhur Al-Shamaliyah neighborhoods. 
It is bordered to the west by Al-Amwaj and Al-Lu’lu neighborhoods, and to the east 
it is bordered by Al-Firdaws neighborhood. .

The property is located on a commercial plot of land with an area of 1,995.5 
square meters, according to the deed. Area of the first building: 211 m2 and area 
of the second building: 300 m2. According to the customer

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 1,995.5m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthParking lots 2m wide, street 52m wide37m

SideBorderLength

SouthPart of plot No. 28540m

SideBorderLength

EastCorridor width 10 m47m

SideBorderLength

WestPlot No. 268 and 24950m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Property Details

Boundaries
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ 7930100057541443/03/13

DistrictCity

AlsheraJeddah

Plan No.Parcel No.

ب/270-ب/269-ب/251-ب/250ت/505/3

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ44001955661445/06/19

Coordinates

21.776250 ,39.095028

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)

Aerial Photos
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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3
Comp.

21.767517 ,39.083103

Subject

1
Comp.

21.762426 ,39.076234

2
Comp.

21.764471 ,39.078937

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey

Area = 1,114 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 5,800 

Date = 2023/10

Area = 670 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 6,100

Date = 2023/10

Area = 660 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 6,200

Date = 2023/10
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Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1 Showroom Abar Al-Qarat Street 550 900
Currently 

listed

2 Showroom Abar Al-Qarat Street 1,510 900
Currently 

listed

3 Showroom Abar Al-Qarat Street 40 850
Currently 

listed

4 Showroom Abar Al-Qarat Street 376 800
Currently 

listed

5 Showroom Prince Abdul Majeed Street 2,566 580
Currently 

listed

6 Showroom Prince Abdul Majeed Street 130 550
Currently 

listed

1

2

3

Subject

4

6
5

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial (Showrooms ).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey

Cap rate

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

Commercial Building Salam District 1.05m 12m 8.75%

Commercial Building
Northern Abhor

district
1.3m 18m 7.2%
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 5,800 6,100 6,200

Market condition -5% -290 -5% -305 -5% -310

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 5,510.00 5,795.00 5,890.00

Land size 1,995.50 1,114.00 0% 670.00 -5% 660.00 -5%

road view Prince Abdul Majeed Street Prince Abdul Majeed Street 0% Prince Abdul Majeed Street 0% Prince Abdul Majeed Street 0%

Road numbers 1 1 0% 1 0% 2 -5%

Location preference Very Good Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Land use commercial commercial 0% commercial 0% commercial 0%

Adjustment % 5% 0% -5%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 5,785.50 5,795.00 5,595.50

participation % 50% 25% 25%

Meter value (SR/m2) 5,740

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 5,800

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

Building area(A) 211 1600 337,600

Building area(B) 300 1600 480,000

Fences 45.24 800 36,192

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 853,792

depreciation 0 0% 0

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 853,792

Land value (Saudi SAR) 1,995 5,800 11,571,290

Final value 12,425,082

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 900 900 800

Market condition 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 900.00 900.00 800.00

space difference 511.00 550.00 0% 1,510.00 10% 376.00 -5%

Location Excellent Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Accessibility Excellent Good 5% Good 5% Good 5%

Adjustment % 10% 20% 5%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 990.00 1,080.00 840.00

participation % 20% 20% 60%

Meter value (SR/m2) 918

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 920

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the showrooms was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of showrooms - comparison method:
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, knowing the 

average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. By analyzing the rental prices of commercial shops (for 

car orders), they range between 200,000 riyals to 500,000 riyals per year. Accordingly, a settlement was made to pay Shop No. 1 for 400,000 and Shop No. 2 for 450,000 

according to the contract per year, with the total value of the expected income if the property is rented at 850,000 riyals per year, and assuming it is rented to a single operator 

with 100% occupancy, with the tenant bearing it. Full expenses.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is - Cash flow assumptions:

850,000Gross income

9Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

8%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

12% for Shop A, 10% for Shop B in 2027Growth rate

Description 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0%

Gross Income 400,000 400,000 400,000 450,000 450,000 450,000 450,000 450,000 450,000

Vacancy rate 450,000 450,000 450,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000

Effective Gross  Income 850,000 850,000 850,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000

Operating Expenses 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Net Operating Income (NOI) 850,000 850,000 850,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000

Exit value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cash flows 850,000 850,000 850,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000

Discount factor 11,875,000

Present value of Cash flows 850,000 850,000 850,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 950,000 12,825,000

Property value 1.00 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.53 0.48 0.43 0.39

Description 765,766 689,879 621,513 625,794 563,779 507,909 457,575 412,230 5,013,610

Growth rate 9,658,055

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2 The property subject to (A) is now not rented, and the market value was assumed if it was fully rented.

3 It is assumed that the tenant's information is correct.

4 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

5 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

6 Total income for Shop B for the year 2024 = 400,000 riyals, for the year 2027 = 450,000 according to the market.

7
It was assumed that Shop A would be rented at the beginning of 2024 = 450,000 riyals, for the year 2027 = 500,000 until the end of 2032, 
according to the contract.

8
The total income of the property to be evaluated for Shop No. (A) was assumed to be 400 thousand according to the market and for Shop 
No. (B) to be 450 thousand according to the contract per year, so that the total value of the expected income if the property is rented is 850 
thousand riyals per year.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 11,575,000SAR

Written Eleven million five hundred and seventy-five thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach 9,658,055SAR 0%

The cost Approach 12,425,082SAR 0%

Land valuation using the market comparison Approach 11,571,290SAR 100%

The value was weighted using the market comparison method for the land after analyzing and taking into account the following:

• The result of the property evaluation using the income method is approximately 9.6 million riyals.

• The result of the property evaluation using the cost method is approximately 12.4 million riyals.

• From the market method, we find that the value of the property’s land is 11,571,290 riyals, which was arrived at through the comparison method.

• The property is commercial and its goal is to generate income, so the best way to evaluate it is one of the income method methods, but through analysis we estimate that 

the current project is not the highest and best use of the land, and the highest use may be by constructing a building with more floors according to what the street system 

allows, so the presence of The building is evaluated.

It is illogical that market participants pay less for the property than the value of the land, so it was assumed that the market value is the value of the land only.

Value Estimation
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Lease contract

Attachments
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Region
Eastern
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Residential sector

From 2017 until 2022, the volume of occupancy in the office sector in the region 

was low compared to other major cities, and in 2021 the volume of supply 

continued to remain stable while the volume of demand suddenly increased until 

the occupancy rate of the office sector was the lowest in the previous five years.

The volume of demand for the residential sector has continued to rise as a result 

of real estate loan facilities and the volume of supply from real estate developers 

since its inception, with a slight slowdown in 2018, after which demand rates 

returned to rapid growth in the Eastern Region, especially in 2021.

The real estate sector in Region Eastern

Source: Periodic reports of the real estate market in the Kingdom
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Hospitality sector

Over the years, the volume of supply for the hospitality sector increases due to the 

birth of new projects in the sector, which led to strong competition coupled with 

the quality of services and the name of the operator, due to the fluctuating demand 

for the hospitality sector in the region.

The volume of supply and demand decreased until 2018 and after that it increased 

noticeably with the increase in the volume of high demand, while the volume of 

demand was greatly affected by the decline due to the Corona pandemic, which 

affected the occupancy rates of the sector in the Eastern Region.

The real estate sector in Region Eastern

Source: Periodic reports of the real estate market in the Kingdom
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Dammam - FaisalishShopping centerAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company3301290019451443/06/1657,215.32هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 25م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 282,650,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Two hundred and eighty-two million six hundred and fifty thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in the Al-Faisaliah neighborhood in 
the city of Dammam.

Dammam is considered a distinctive residential neighborhood. It was necessary 
to mention the Al-Faisaliah neighborhood in Dammam, where the various units 
and real estate are located, which were one of the most important factors in 
attracting attention to it, whether by those searching for a distinctive residential 
unit or searching for a property for investment purposes from among the 
neighborhood’s diverse real estate.

The distinctive strategic location enjoyed by Al-Faisaliah neighborhood was one 
of the most important factors of attraction towards its many units, as the 
neighborhood is located in a lively area filled with many services and facilities 
surrounding the neighborhood, which is easily accessible through a group of 
distinctive roads and main streets located in the neighborhood and surrounding 
it from all sides, such as Dhahran Road. Jubail Highway, which connects the 
neighborhood to its neighboring neighbourhoods, as well as King Fahd Road, 
which borders it on the northern side and connects it to many important 
landmarks.

The property is located on a semi-rectangular commercial plot of land with an 
area of 57,215.32 square meters. The building area has a total area of only 
61,339 square meters, according to the building permit. The complex consists of 
120 medium, small and large stores, in addition to ATMs and kiosks. There are 
also outdoor parking lots and basement parking. The building is approximately 5 
years old, according to the building permit.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 57,215.32m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet width 30 m166.70 +7.70m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet width 20 m187.43m

SideBorderLength

EastOmar bin Al Khattab Street, width 60.96 m20.31+263.99+7.78m

SideBorderLength

WestStreet width 20 m334.03m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

5

Boundaries

Property Details
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ3301290019451443/06/16

DistrictCity

FaisalishDammam

Plan No.Parcel No.

5ش د1330

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ 3390371251440/03/25

Coordinates

26.387583 ,50.075194

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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Aerial Photos

An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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3
Comp.

26.361074 ,50.029698

1
Comp.

26.331675 ,50.180247

Subject

2
Comp.

26.360194 ,50.097443

4
Comp.

26.434632 ,50.058571

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey

Area = 6,074 m2

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 2,300

Date = 2023/10

Area = 13,555 m2

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 2,300

Date = 2023/10

Area = 1,800 m2

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 3,870

Date = 2023/10

Area = 24,504 m2

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 2,632

Date = 2023/10
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Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1 Showroom Al-Faisaliah district 120 1,000
Currently 

listed

2 Showroom Al-Faisaliah district 70 1,714
Currently 

listed

3 Showroom Taiba district 570 615
Currently 

listed

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

Al Fanar Complex Al-Hussam district 20.5m 274m 7.5%

Ajdan Walk Corniche district 12.3m 164.7m 7.5%

1

2

3

Subject

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial (Showrooms ).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey

Cap rate
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 2,632 3,870 2,300

Market condition -5% -131.6 -5% -193.5 -5% -115

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 2,500.40 3,676.50 2,185.00

Land size 57,215.32 24,504.00 -5% 1,800.00 -30% 13,555.00 -10%

road view Omar bin Al Khattab Road King Saud Road 10% Omar bin Al Khattab Road 0% Abu Haidariyah 10%

Road numbers 4 3 3% 2 5% 3 3%

Location preference Very Good Good 5% Good 10% Good 10%

Land use commercial commercial 0% commercial 0% commercial 0%

Adjustment % 13% -15% 13%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 2,825.45 3,125.03 2,469.05

participation % 40% 30% 30%

Meter value (SR/m2) 2,808

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 2,800

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

basement 6,993.00 3000 20,979,000

Ground floor 31,105.00 2500 77,762,500

Mezzanine 419.00 2500 1,047,500

First floor 2,222.00 2500 5,555,000

Second floor 2,222.00 2500 5,555,000

Parking 18,378.00 200 3,675,600

Fences 536.00 1000 536,000

Upper wall 961.00 1000 961,000

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 116,071,600

depreciation 5 13% 14,508,950

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 101,562,650

Land value (Saudi SAR) 57,215.32 2,800 160,202,896

Final value 261,765,546

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be 

valued, knowing the average capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. *The total 

income value in case of 90% occupancy is 28,784,600, expenses are 15% annually and the growth rate is 5% every three years.

After analyzing the rent for commercial showrooms according to internal barcode data: We found out after analyzing that the rental prices for similar 

small and medium commercial showrooms in the surrounding area show that the rental price ranges from 1,000 riyals/m2 to 1,600 riyals/m2 for one 

year, and the rental prices for commercial showrooms Similar large buildings in the surrounding area show that the rental price ranges from 600 

riyals/m2 to 1000 riyals/m2 per year, and the kiosks and money exchanges range from 20,000 to 60,000 per year. After making adjustments, the rental 

value for each type of exhibition was estimated as follows: It is above.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Cash flow assumptions:

29,184,600Gross income

10Cash flow period

%11Discount rate

7.5%Cap rate

87.2= %2023 , 90% For the remaining years.Occupancy rate

15%Growth rate

Description number of units Area m2 Area range Price range according to market Price per rental meter Total

Large stores (ground floor) 3 17,569 2,980-8,563 600-1,000 800 14,055,200

Small and medium stores (ground floor) 80 9,548 60-584 1,100-1,600 1,300 12,412,400

Large stores (basement) 1 1,880 1,880 300 300 564,000

Small and medium stores (basement) 17 1,003 44-198 600-1,400 1,000 1,003,000

Kiosks and ATMs 15 109 2-8 20,000-60,000 50,000 750,000

Other income - renting the land 1 2,000 - 150-250 200 400,000

Total income before deducting occupancy - 29,184,600

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :
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Description 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00% 0.00% 0% 5.00% 0.00%

Gross Income 28,784,600 28,784,600 28,784,600 30,223,830 30,223,830 30,223,830 31,735,022 31,735,022 31,735,022 33,321,773 33,321,773

Vacancy rate 71.7% 85.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%

Effective Gross  Income 20,638,558 24,466,910 25,906,140 27,201,447 27,201,447 27,201,447 28,561,519 28,561,519 28,561,519 29,989,595 29,989,595

Operating Expenses 3,095,784 3,670,037 3,885,921 4,080,217 4,080,217 4,080,217 4,284,228 4,284,228 4,284,228 4,498,439 4,498,439

Net Operating Income (NOI) 17,542,774 20,796,874 22,020,219 23,121,230 23,121,230 23,121,230 24,277,291 24,277,291 24,277,291 25,491,156 25,491,156

Exit value 339,882,080

Cash flows 17,542,774 20,796,874 22,020,219 23,121,230 23,121,230 23,121,230 24,277,291 24,277,291 24,277,291 25,491,156 365,373,236

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.53 0.48 0.43 0.39 0.35

Present value of Cash flows 17,542,774 18,735,922 17,872,104 16,906,044 15,230,670 13,721,325 12,979,631 11,693,362 10,534,560 9,965,124 128,678,783

Property value 273,860,299

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :

Description 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00% 0.00% 0% 5.00% 0.00%

Gross Income 29,184,600 29,184,600 29,184,600 30,643,830 30,643,830 30,643,830 32,176,022 32,176,022 32,176,022 33,784,823 33,784,823

Vacancy rate 87.2% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%

Effective Gross  Income 25,448,971 26,266,140 26,266,140 27,579,447 27,579,447 27,579,447 28,958,419 28,958,419 28,958,419 30,406,340 30,406,340

Operating Expenses 3,817,346 3,939,921 3,939,921 4,136,917 4,136,917 4,136,917 4,343,763 4,343,763 4,343,763 4,560,951 4,560,951

Net Operating Income (NOI) 21,631,626 22,326,219 22,326,219 23,442,530 23,442,530 23,442,530 24,614,656 24,614,656 24,614,656 25,845,389 25,845,389

Exit value 344,605,190

Cash flows 21,631,626 22,326,219 22,326,219 23,442,530 23,442,530 23,442,530 24,614,656 24,614,656 24,614,656 25,845,389 370,450,580

Discount factor 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.53 0.48 0.43 0.39 0.35

Present value of Cash flows 21,631,626 20,113,711 18,120,460 17,140,976 15,442,321 13,912,001 13,160,001 11,855,856 10,680,952 10,103,603 130,466,944

Property value 282,628,449
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2 The property subject to (A) is now not rented, and the market value was assumed if it was fully rented.

3 Land use assumed: commercial. *According to the client's letter*.

4 It is assumed that the tenant's information is correct.

5 All maintenance and operating expenses were assumed at 15%.

6 The number of periods was assumed to be 10 years.

7 The total income of the property to be evaluated was assumed to be 28,784,600 riyals, according to the reasonableness of market prices.

8 The assumption was made for the year 2023 = 87.2% according to the client’s, the occupancy rate will be 90% for all remaining years.

9 An increase in contracts was assumed at 5% every 5 years.

10 The rental space has been estimated.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of the 
property

Number 282,650,000SAR

Written Two hundred and eighty-two million six hundred and fifty thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach –DCF- 282,628,449SAR 100%

the cost Approach 261,765,546SAR 0%

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:

Value Estimation
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Region
Asir



Khamis Mushait Commercial building

The Final value 
of the property

Number 6,900,000SAR

Written
Six million nine hundred thousand Saudi 

riyals

DC23000045Report Number

2023  / 12 / 31Report Date

The income approach –DCF-Evaluation Approach

Fair ValueValue Base

Commercial storesProperty type

Khamis Mushait - Al-NuzhaAddress
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Client NameIntended UserPurpose of ValuationValue Assumption

Mulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT FundMulkia-Gulf Real Estate REIT Fund and the Capital Market Authority.Periodic Evaluation Current Use

AddressProperty type Property right

Khamis Mushait - Al-NuzhaCommercial storesAbsolute ownership

Owner NameDeed NumberDeed DateLand Area

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company3930100057521443/03/131,500هـm²

Value BaseValuation CriteriaEvaluation Approach

Fair ValueInternational Valuation Standards IVS 2022The income approach –DCF-

Approval DateInspection DateEffective Date

م2023/ 12/ 31م2023/ 10/ 23م2023/ 10/ 16

The Grand Total of the Properties (Numeric) 6,900,000 SAR

The Grand Total of the Properties (Written) Six million nine hundred thousand Saudi riyals

This executive summary must be read together with the main body of the report and attach appendices which fully detail the caveats and assumptions made in preparing our 

valuation .

Executive Summary
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The property subject to evaluation is located in Al-Nuzha neighborhood, located in 
the city of Khamis Mushait in the Asir region.

Khamis Mushait is a Saudi city and the administrative capital of Khamis Mushait 
Governorate. It is located in the Asir region, southwest of the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia. It is located at an altitude of 1,850 meters from sea level. The city has 
important tourist and commercial importance in the Asir region, as it is 
characterized by its moderate weather in summer, abundant rain, and the 
presence of natural parks. The city of Al-Sih is the modern capital of Khamis 
Mushait  and its administrative and economic center after Abha.

The property is located on a commercial plot of land with an area of 1,500 square 
meters, according to the deed. It consists of two buildings, part (A) with an area of 
283.60 square meters and part (B) with an area of 283.60 square meters, with a 
total building area of only 567.20 square meters, according to the building permit. 
The property is a former Burger King restaurant. The property is currently rented, 
one of the buildings is vacant and there is no tenant.

Property Description
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Land level

√levelUneven

Land UseLand Area

Commercial 1,500m²

Land shape

√regularirregular

SideBorderLength

NorthStreet with width 20 m30m

SideBorderLength

SouthStreet with width 20 m30m

SideBorderLength

EastStreet with width 16 m50m

SideBorderLength

WestMilitary City Road, 64m wide50m

Building in the adjacent plot

√BuiltNot built

Boundaries

Property Details
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OwnerOwner ID

Tamdeen First for Real Estate Trading Company1010896622

Deed NumberIssuance Date

هـ3930100057521443/03/13

DistrictCity

Al-NuzhaKhamis Mushait

Plan No.Parcel No.

N/AN/A

Building PermitIssuance Date 

هـ14371440/07/17/ ج 25/ 1230/ 40

Coordinates

18.270944 ,42.738944

Property Details

Copy of the deedCopy of building Permit
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An Arial photo of the property (District wise) An Arial photo of the property (City wise)

Aerial Photos
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Public services

Public 
services

Government sectors
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Banks
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Hospitals
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Commercial
Services

Malls
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Restaurants
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Fuel stations
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Infrastructure 
services

Power grid
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitary system
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Water 
Network ❑Available ❑Unavailable

Phone Network
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Flood Drainage
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Public Utilities

Mosques
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Park
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Educational services
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Services Available in the property 

Asphalt
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Paving
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Lighting
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Landscaping
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Others

Services Available in the property 

Water
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Telephone
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Electricity
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Sanitation
❑Available ❑Unavailable

Notes

Location Services
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Photos of the property  
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3
Comp.

18.338245 ,42.765068

1
Comp.

18.337224 ,42.770560

Subject

2
Comp.

18.328985 ,42.760878

4
Comp.

18.318690 ,42.747620

5
Comp.

18.289703 ,42.745056

After the field survey for land in the site to be evaluated, the prices in the area are as following:

Land Market Survey

Area = 600 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 1,667

Date = 2023/5

Area = 1,600 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 2,500

Date = 2023/5

Area = 3,300 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 3,000

Date = 2023/5

Area = 1,715 m2 

Source: Field survey

Meter price = 1,100

Date = 2023/5

Area = 400 m2 

Meter price = 2,500

Source: MOJ

Date = 2023
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Type Address Area (m2) SAR/m2 Condition

1 Showroom King Khaled Road 95 900
Currently 

listed

2 Showroom King Khaled Road 150 8502
Currently 

listed

3 Showroom King Khaled Road 60 1,000
Currently 

listed

Name District Income Value Cap Rate

Commercial Building Al-Mousa district 100k m 1.3 7.60%

Commercial Building Al-Mousa district 190k 2.2m 8.60%

1

2

3

Subject

The following table summarizes the survey we have conducted on currently listed the Commercial (Showrooms ).

Rental Market Survey

Rental survey

Cap rate
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp .2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 2,500 3,000 3,600

Market condition -5% -125 -5% -150 -5% -180

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 2,375.00 2,850.00 3,420.00

Land size 1,500.00 1,600.00 0% 3,300.00 -5% 1,200.00 0%

road view King Khaled King Abdullah 10% King Abdullah 10% King Khaled 0%

Road numbers 1 1 0% 2 -5% 1 0%

Location preference Very Good Good 15% Good 15% Very Good 0%

Land use commercial commercial 0% commercial 0% commercial 0%

Adjustment % 25% 15% 0%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 2,968.75 3,277.50 3,420.00

participation % 25% 25% 50%

Meter value (SR/m2) 3,272

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 3,275

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, area difference, road view, Road 

numbers, and based on that, the value of the land was arrived at:

Estimating the value per square meter of land - comparison method:
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Description Area (m2) Price per Sq. Total

Building area(A) 283.60 1600 453,760

Building area(B) 283.60 1600 453,760

Fences 160 800 128,000

Total building value with profit margin (SAR) 1,035,520

depreciation 5 13% 129,440

Building value after depreciation (Saudi SAR) 906,080

Land value (Saudi SAR) 1,500 3,275 4,912,500

Final value 5,818,580

The value of the property was estimated based on the value of the land added to the total cost of constructing the building at the prices prevailing on the date of evaluation by calculating the 
price of the building unit according to the quality of construction, finishes, the total area of the building, and deducting the value of depreciation that occurred since the date of its construction. 
Thus, the value of the property = the value of the land + (construction cost + profit margin - depreciation). The value of the land was arrived at after conducting a field survey. Current market 
prices. Lands sold and similar lands offered. Land. The property is the site of the evaluation. Appropriate adjustments were made to the comparative land prices by deducting the value of the 
items that were It represents the advantage of the comparison land and adding the value of the items that represent the advantage of the land is the property being evaluated. The prices 
below include consulting fees, management, and contractor profits. The prices below include all construction costs, including fences, tanks, and general site coordination. The below prices do 
not include movable assets and financing costs. Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is:

Estimating value by using the cost Approach:

* Cost prices for construction according to the construction cost indicative price guide issued in 2021 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.
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Feature Subject Comp .1 Comp . 2 Comp .3

Date 2023 2023 2023 2023

Meter Price  (SR/m2) 900 850 1,000

Market condition -5% -45 -5% -42.5 -5% -50

Meter Price After adjustment (SR/m2) 855.00 807.50 950.00

space difference 567.00 95.00 -10% 150.00 -5% 60.00 -15%

Location Excellent Good 10% Good 10% Good 10%

Accessibility Drive Thru showroom 25% showroom 25% showroom 25%

Adjustment % 25% 30% 20%

Meter 2 Price After adjustment 1,068.75 1,049.75 1,140.00

participation % 30% 60% 10%

Meter value (SR/m2) 1,064

Meter value (SR/m2) after rounding 1,000

To find the value of the land, a field survey was conducted of the current market prices of sold properties and displayed properties similar to the property being evaluated. Since it is 

impossible to find two identical properties, appropriate adjustments were made to the prices of the comparative properties by deducting the value of the items that represent an advantage of 

the comparative property and adding the value of the items that represent an advantage of the property being evaluated. ,Comparison items: Market condition, space difference, location 

advantage, Accessibility, the rental value of the showrooms was reached as follows:

Estimating the rental value of showrooms - comparison method:
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After conducting a field survey of current market prices to determine the trend of rental prices for properties located in the area of the property to be valued, knowing the average 

capitalization rate and vacancy rate in the area, and analyzing the financial data of the property to be valued. By analyzing the rent prices of commercial shops (for car orders), it was 

found that they range between 200,000 riyals to 500,000 riyals per year. Accordingly, a settlement was made so that Shop No. (A) would be worth 300 thousand according to the 

market and after making the adjustment, and Shop No. (B) would be 300 thousand per year, with the total value of the expected income if the property was rented at 600 thousand 

riyals per year, assuming It is rented to one operator with 100% occupancy, with the tenant bearing all expenses.

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of the property is - Cash flow assumptions:

600,000Gross income

13Cash flow period

11%Discount rate

8%Cap rate

100%Occupancy rate

%6.3=2027 ،12= %2030Growth rate

2024202520262027202820292030203120322033203420352036السنة

%0.00%0.00%0.00%10.50%9%0.00%0.00%0.00%0.00%9%0.00%0.00%0.00نسبة النمو

502,500502,500502,500553,500553,500553,500553,500553,500607,500607,500607,500607,500607,500أجمالي الدخل 

%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0نسبة الاشغال 

502,500502,500502,500553,500553,500553,500553,500553,500607,500607,500607,500607,500607,500الدخل الفعال 

0000000000000ة إجمالي المصاريف التشغيلي

502,500502,500502,500553,500553,500553,500553,500553,500607,500607,500607,500607,500607,500صافي الدخل 

7,593,750قيمة العقار المستقبلية

502,500502,500502,500553,500553,500553,500553,500553,500607,500607,500607,500607,50015,187,500ارصافي التدفق النقدي للعق

1.000.810.730.660.590.530.480.430.390.350.320.290.26معامل الخصم

452,703407,840367,424364,608328,475295,924266,598240,178237,487213,952192,750173,6483,910,998القيمة الحالية للنقود

7,452,584القيمة الحالية

Description 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 9.1% 0.00% 0.00% 12.00% 0.00% 0% 0.00%

Gross Income 300,000 300,000 300,000 320,000 320,000 320,000 350,000 350,000 350,000 350,000

Vacancy rate 200,000 200,000 200,000 220,000 220,000 220,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000

Effective Gross  Income 500,000 500,000 500,000 540,000 540,000 540,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000

Operating Expenses 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Net Operating Income (NOI) 500,000 500,000 500,000 540,000 540,000 540,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000

Exit value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cash flows 500,000 500,000 500,000 540,000 540,000 540,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000

Discount factor 7,500,000

Present value of Cash flows 500,000 500,000 500,000 540,000 540,000 540,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 8,100,000

Property value 1.00 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.53 0.48 0.43 0.39 0.35

Description 450,450 405,811 365,596 355,715 320,464 288,706 288,995 260,356 234,555 2,852,694

Growth rate 5,823,342

Cumulative model

Government bond yield rate 3.0%

Inflation rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 2.5%

Private risk premium 2.5%

Discount rate 11%

Estimating value by using The income approach –DCF- :

Description 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033

Growth rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 6.3% 0.00% 0.00% 12.00% 0.00% 0% 0.00%

Gross Income 300,000 300,000
300,000 320,000 320,000 320,000 350,000

350,000 350,000 350,000

Vacancy rate 300,000 300,000
300,000 320,000 320,000 320,000 350,000

350,000 350,000 350,000

Effective Gross  Income 600,000 600,000 600,000 640,000 640,000 640,000 700,000 700,000 700,000 700,000

Operating Expenses 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Net Operating Income (NOI) 600,000 600,000 600,000 640,000 640,000 640,000 700,000 700,000 700,000 700,000

Exit value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cash flows 600,000 600,000 600,000 640,000 640,000 640,000 700,000 700,000 700,000 700,000

Discount factor 8,750,000

Present value of Cash flows 600,000 600,000 600,000 640,000 640,000 640,000 700,000 700,000 700,000 9,450,000

Property value 1.00 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.53 0.48 0.43 0.39 0.35

Description 540,541 486,973 438,715 421,588 379,809 342,170 337,161 303,749 273,647 3,328,143

Growth rate 6,852,496
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1 The land area was approved according to the deed.

2 The property is now not rented, and the market value has been assumed if rented.

3 It was assumed that the property was leased under one contract.

4 It was assumed that the tenant would the triple net lease (NNN). 

5 The occupancy rate was assumed to be 100% based on one contract.

6
The total income of the property to be evaluated for Shop No. (A) was assumed to be 300 thousand, and for Shop No. (B) to be 300 thousand 
riyals per year according to the market and after making the adjustment with the total value of the expected income if the property is 
rented at 600 thousand riyals in the year,

7 A growth rate was assumed in 2027 = 6.3% and 2030 = 12%.

In this report, the following assumptions were made:

According to the definition of the International Valuation Standards, “Assumptions are logical matters that can be accepted as facts in the course of valuation work without 

being specifically checked or scrutinized, and they are accepted as soon as they are stated. These assumptions are necessary to understand the valuation or advice provided. 

The extraordinary assumptions are assumptions that differ from the actual facts,  existing at the valuation date, or those not assumed by a typical market participant in a 

transaction at the valuation date.”

Assumptions and Special Assumptions
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The risks that could affect the property include the following:

1
The country's macroeconomic conditions may affect the real estate market in general, such as inflation rates, liquidity, interest rates, financing costs, taxes, and 
the movement of local and global stock markets, as changing some or all of these influences affects the real estate market.

2
Since achieving revenues is considered the main factor in determining the value of the property, any change in revenues as a result of different market conditions 
will affect the value of the property.

3
The absence or limitation of long-term contracts greatly affects the value of the property, as the presence of long-term contracts gives stability to the income and 
thus the value. While the absence of such contracts causes fluctuation in rental prices and income, thus affecting the final value.

4
The large supply of real estate goods leads to competition in the prices offered to the consumer. We find this clearly in the real estate market, as the increase in 
units offered in the market and the entry of new competitors with products will lead to a decrease in prices and services, and thus a decrease in the final price of 
the property.

5
The regulatory, legal or legislative environment may witness some changes that may affect the value of the property, such as the emergence of municipal 
legislation allowing or prohibiting activities in specific areas or reducing or increasing the number of floors in the surrounding area, which affects the final value of 
the property.

6
The evaluation of modern properties, especially those with no operational history, depends on the valuer’s estimates and reading of the real estate market in 
general and real estate activity in particular. Future operating conditions will vary depending on the assumptions used in the valuation process, which inevitably 
leads to a change in the value of the property.

Risks affecting the property:
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The Final value of 
the property

Number 6,900,000SAR

Written Six million nine hundred thousand Saudi riyals

Evaluation method Value (Saudi SAR) Weighting ratio

The income approach 5,823,342SAR 100%

the cost Approach 5,818,580SAR 0%

Value Estimation

Opinion on value: Based on the purpose of the evaluation, the nature of the property and its characteristics, being an income-generating property with various contracts, 

evaluating the property using the discounted cash flow method is considered the best way to evaluate the property. Therefore, the value reached by the income method will be 

weighted with a relative weight of 100% as a basis for the market value of the property. The place of evaluation is:
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Part A diagramPart B diagram

Attachments
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At the end of the report, we would like to assure you that:

- The analysis and conclusions are limited only to the stated assumptions and circumstances.
- Barcode evaluators have no interest in the valuation.
- The evaluators have all the necessary qualifications to prepare this report.
- There is the necessary experience of the work team in this type of assessment.
- The sites were reviewed by the Barcode team.

We are confident that we have conducted the assessment in accordance with international 
assessment standards, If you have any questions, please contact us through one of the 
addresses below.

Riyadh 

Imam's Road with Othman Bin Affan Road

( 966 ) 11 4000 111

Jeddah 

Prince Sultan Street North

( 966 ) 12 6544 363

Khobar 

Prince Faisal Bin Fahd Street (Pepsi Street)

920005564

rfp@barcode-sa.com
www.barcode-sa.com

920005564

Conclusion

http://www.barcode-sa.com/
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